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ABSTRACT 
Organic Photovoltaic devices (OPV) are considered to be attractive candidates for clean 
and renewable energy source because of their potential for low cost of fabrication, easy 
processing, and their mechanical flexibility. The device efficiency of OPV cells are limited by 
several factors. Among them are: (i) donor-acceptor interface, (ii) morphology of the materials, 
(iii) electrode-organic semiconductor (OSC) interface and (iv) device architecture such as active 
material thickness and electrode separation. Although, the donor-acceptor interface has been 
studied in detail, the commonly prevalent vertical OPV device structure does not allow a good 
understanding of the other key issues as the vertical structure limits one of the electrode to be a 
transparent electrode as well as introducing inseparable relation between the electrodes 
separation and the active material thickness. In addition, it is also well known that the charge 
transport in OSC is anisotropic and the charge mobility is better in lateral direction rather than 
vertical direction. In order to address some of these issues, we fabricated OPV devices in a 
planar device structure where cathode and anode of dissimilar metals are in-plane with each 
other and their photovoltaic behaviors were studied. We used poly(3-hexylthiophene) and [6,6]-
pheny1 C61-butyric acid methy1 ester (P3HT:PCBM) blend as an active material. In particular, 
we present a detailed study about the effects of the structural parameters such as the channel 
length, the active layer thickness, and the work function of the electrodes on the open circuit 
voltage (Voc), short circuit current (Isc), fill factor (FF) and the power conversion efficiency 
(PCE). 
In order to determine the suitable anode and cathode for the planar organic photovoltaic 
(P-OPV) structure, we first fabricated and measured organic field effect transistor (OFET) 
devices with different contacts and studied the effect of barrier height at the 
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P3HT:PCBM/electrode interface on the device output and transport properties. The study 
showed a clear effect of varying the contact material on the charge injection mechanism and on 
the carriers mobilities. The results have also shown that Au with high hole mobility and on 
current in the p-channel can be used as an anode (holes extractor) in the P-OPV device while In, 
Cr, and Ti that showed a reasonable value of electron mobility can be good candidates for 
cathode (electron extractor). We also found that, Ag, Al, and Mg showed large barrier which 
resulted in large threshold voltage in the I-V curve making them undesired cathode materials in 
the P-OPV device.  
We then fabricated P-OPV devices with Au as an anode material and varied the cathode 
material to study the effect of the interface between the P3HT:PCBM layer and the cathode 
material. When Al, Mg, or Ag used as a cathode material no PV behavior was observed, while 
PV behavior was observed for In, Cr, and Ti cathode materials. The PV behavior and the 
characteristic parameters including Voc, Isc, FF and PCE were affected by varying the cathode 
material. The results have shown that the P-OPV device performance can be affected by the 
cathode material depending on the properties and the work function of the metal. 
We have also studied the effect of varying the P3HT:PCBM layer thickness at a fixed 
channel length for Cr and Ti cathode materials and Au as anode. While Voc and FF values do not 
change, Isc and PCE increase with increasing the layer thickness due to the increase of the light 
absorption and charges generation. Moreover, we studied the effect of varying the channel length 
at a fixed film thickness; and showed that the values of Isc and PCE increase with decreasing 
channel length while Voc and FF maintain the same value.  
In this thesis we will also present the results on experimentally defining and testing the 
illuminated area in the P-OPV device by using different measurement set-ups and different 
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electrodes patterns. The results prove that the illuminated area in the P-OPV device is the area 
enclosed between the two electrodes. Lastly, we will present the effect of the P3HT:PCBM ratio 
on the P-OPV device performance. We show that 1:2 ratio is the optimized ratio for the P-OPV 
device. The detailed results in this thesis show a potential opportunity to help improving and 
understanding the design of OPV device by understanding the effects of the device structural 
parameters. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation 
Sunlight is the most available renewable source of energy known to human being. 
However, it is still one of the most poorly consumed renewable energy sources. The first 
realization of the photovoltaic effect which is a conversion of light into electricity was in 1839 
by Alexandre-Edmond Becquerel. After 1954 when silicon (Si) photovoltaic (PV) cell with 
efficiency about 6% was produced at Bell Labs [
1
], efforts have been focused to increase the PV 
device efficiency and reduce the production cost through optimizing the device architecture and 
by utilizing various semiconducting materials such as silicon, cadmium sulphide, gallium 
arsenide, cadmium telluride, and indium phosphide. PV devices based on silicon are considered 
the most promising and developed solar cell technology [
2
] because of the complete 
understanding of processing Si material and the well matched absorption spectra of Si with solar 
spectrum. For the last few decades, PV devices with efficiencies up to 25% have been produced 
using crystalline Si material [
3
]. To reduce the high cost to produce such high efficiencies 
research has been focused on less expensive technologies such as the thin inorganic films [
4
]. 
However, these technologies are facing challenges such as producing flexible devices and an 
ineffective production-cost to output-power ratio. To overcome these challenges and due to the 
large interest to expand the PV technology and the need for more efficient and environmental 
source of energy, new semiconductor materials were surfaced. In 1970s Alan J. Heeger, Alan G. 
MacDiarmid, and Hideki Shirakawa groups established the transition from the organic 
photovoltaic (OPV) technology. Their discovery has provided a clean and easy processed source 
of energy and has a potential of low cost energy production. OPV devices are expected to 
produce energy with $ 0.49 / kWh assuming 5% device efficiency with 5 years life time; and $ 
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0.07 / kWh assuming 15% efficiency [
5
] while Si based PV devices costs $ 0.65 per kiloWatt-
hour [
6
]. This low projected price is because OPV cells can be produced in large scale using 
inexpensive solution-based techniques such as painting and spraying [
7
]. However, with all of 
these advantages of the OPV technology, the projected price and the device efficiency of the 
produced OPV cells have not yet reached the competition level with the inorganic one (Figure 
1.1). Efforts now are paid more towards increasing this efficiency to more than 10% or 
increasing the device life time to more than 5 years in order for the OPV cells to be practical and 
to compete with the inorganic Si-based PV cells [
8
, 
9
, 
10
]. 
 
 
Figure ‎1.1 Best photovoltaic research efficiencies from 1976 to 2012 with organic PV 
technology showing low values [
11
]. 
  
The main reason for the slow progress of the OPV technology is the incomplete 
understanding of the design rule of OPV device which includes: (i) device architecture, (ii) the 
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choice of organic material, and (iii) the fabrication and synthesis parameters. Different routines 
to design a high efficiency organic solar cell have been tried such as using an active layer that 
consists of organic materials [
12
, 
13
], a mixture of organic and inorganic [
14
, 
15
], a mixture of high 
and low band gap polymers [
16
, 
17
], a  polymer–polymer combination [18, 19]. In addition, various 
device structures such as inverted BHJ polymer solar cells [
20
], multilayer PV cell [
21
], and 
tandem cells [
22
] have been employed to understand and produce more efficient OPV device 
performance. Also, the performance of organic photovoltaic device can be further enhanced by 
engineering the active layer materials and their interfaces with the electrodes. The most stable 
optimized OPV device structure up to this point is made in a vertical geometry where an active 
layer (photo-active material) is sandwiched between a metallic electrode and a conducting 
transparent electrode (Indium Tin Oxide (ITO)) to transmit the light through (see Figure 1.2). 
 
 
Figure ‎1.2 Vertical OPV device, the current most common PV device structure. 
 
 
The structural nature of stacked layers in the vertical OPV device has introduced some 
limitations to the device performance, and the effect of some physical parameters cannot be 
addressed in the vertical OPV device because of its geometry as I discuss below.  
First, an important limitation related with the vertical geometry is the fact that the active 
material thickness defines the electrodes separation which limits the light absorption that can be 
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increased by higher thickness. When increasing the thickness, the absorption path is increased 
leading to more photons absorption and more charge carriers generation [
23
]. However, the 
increase of thickness yields to the increase of the electrodes separation which decreases the 
carriers’ mobilities and increases the probability of the free charges to recombine [24,25] which 
leads to a decrease in the PCE value (see Figure 1.3). Therefore, photovoltaic devices with 
vertical structure must have a limited active material thickness. As for the channel length, recent 
studies have indicated that a decrease in the charge recombination rate and an increase in the 
charges harvesting efficiency are related to short channel length (or small electrodes separation) 
which affects the PV device performance [
26
, 
27
]. However, the small electrodes separation 
cannot be achieved in the vertical geometry because the two electrodes are more likely to be 
shorted because of the creation of pine holes in the active layer during spin coating. In addition, a 
decrease in the electrodes separation leads to a poor light absorption in the active layer. Thus, 
independent optimizations of both channel length and thickness are highly expected to achieve 
high quality photovoltaic device.  
 
 
Figure ‎1.3 The variation of PCE in vertical OPV device with increasing the active layer thickness 
from ref [
28
]. 
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Another limitation existed in the vertical OPV device geometry is the need for a 
transparent electrode, mostly ITO, which is an essential component in fabricating the device. 
Even though ITO was chosen because of its high transparency and good conductivity, it has a 
transparency of ~ 80% which can reduce the number of photons that can reach the active layer. 
Also, ITO with a conductivity in the range 10
5
 S/m depending on its layer thickness is lower than 
the conductivity of metals about 10
7
 S/m [
29
] which can affect the charge collection at the 
interface between the active material and the contacts. To overcome the related challenges, 
studies have been conducted to establish ITO free PV devices. For this purpose, different 
approaches are discussed in literature to substitute ITO electrode with mesh metallic electrodes 
[
30
, 
31
], ultra thin metal films [
32
, 
33
], and metallic nanowires [
34
, 
35
]. In these approaches, the 
vertical geometry was utilized with a higher metallic electrode conductivity which resulted in a 
gain in the conductivity. However, this gain was encountered because the high transparency of 
the ITO was compromised by the use of the metallic electrodes that are less transparent which 
led to low PCE values. 
In vertical OPV device, because the active material is embedded in between a metallic 
layer and a not-fully transparent layer ITO, it is tough to examine the optical and morphological 
properties of the active layer by spectroscopic and microscopic tools. In addition, because of 
stacking layers structure of vertical OPV device the photon absorption will never be 100% 
because the active layer is embedded in a multilayer's structure with different refractive indices 
[
36
] and not fully transparent ITO electrode. Also, The stacked layer nature of the Vertical OPV 
device limits the study of the various interfaces in the device such as the acceptor/donor, 
acceptor/acceptor, active material/contact interfaces which play an important role in improving 
the PV device performance because these interfaces are responsible for the charge transport. 
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The charge transport plays an important role in the OPV device operation. Several 
techniques have been employed to understand the charge transport and recombination 
mechanisms in OPV devices; for example: transient photocurrent [
37
] and thin film field effect 
transistor [
38
]. Employing these techniques in the current vertical OPV device involves complex 
measurement set-ups that analyze the transient response of OPV device. The analyzed response 
also does not reflect the actual operation of the OPV device since it operates in a steady state and 
not a transient regime. In addition, the charge transport mechanism in the vertical structure is 
affected by the phase segregation of the components of the active material [
39
]. Donor and 
acceptor materials in the active layer are known to phase segregate vertically during the material 
spin coating and annealing which creates gradients of the concentrations of those materials in the 
vertical direction [
40
, 
41
]. This phase segregation is difficult to model because of its wide 
variation along the active layer depth.  
In order to address the above issues that are difficult to be clearly understood in the 
vertical OPV device, a different device structure is required. The planar organic photovoltaic (P-
OPV) device structure where the active material is deposited between two dissimilar metal 
electrodes that are patterned on a SiO2 substrate has a great potential for understanding OPV 
device performance (see Figure 1.4). 
 
Figure ‎1.4 The planar organic photovoltaic device structure. Metal 1 and 2 are the two dissimilar 
electrodes, (L) is the channel length, and (W) is the channel width. 
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We utilize the P-OPV device structure to address several challenges resulted and can’t be 
addressed by the use of the vertical geometry. By utilizing P-OPV device in this work, we were 
able to decouple the effect of the active layer thickness and the electrodes separation (channel 
length) as an advantage provided by the planar geometry. This allows us to independently 
control the active layer thickness and the channel length which has not been conducted before. 
We were able to study the effect of increasing the active layer thickness on the absorption and 
hence the device performance while keeping the electrodes separation fixed. On the other hand, 
we were able to investigate the effect of decreasing the channel length on the device performance 
without affecting the amount of the absorbed light in the film thickness. In addition, P-OPV 
device has the potential to be fabricated with few nm’s channel length and investigate its related 
effect on the device performance with no fear of the electrodes to be shorted and affecting the 
light absorption. 
Since in P-OPV the two electrodes are in plan, there is no need for a transparent electrode 
(ITO) because the light can be directly shinned on the active material. Utilizing this structural 
property of P-OPV we were able to study the effect of varying the contacts work function on the 
OPV device performance. This opens up the opportunity to fabricate the contacts from metals 
with higher conductivity than ITO and with different work functions. Varying the work function 
of the contacts leads to increasing or decreasing in the barrier height at the contact and active 
layer interface which can affect the OPV device characteristic parameters as we will see in this 
work. The fact that the active layer in P-OPV device is directly exposed to the light with no need 
to pass through multi layer structure makes it possible for the absorption to reach 100% because 
the light is not reflected of any stacking layers before reaching the active material. Also, this 
allows the study of film morphology and optical properties in transit with PV measurement.  
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P-OPV device also allows the study of the effect of the various interfaces such as the 
acceptor/donor, acceptor/acceptor, active-material/contact that exist in the device without 
affecting the device structure or performance. The study of such Interfaces that affect the charge 
transport in the device can help improving the device performance and add a deep insight to the 
device operation. In addition P-OPV can also be employed to address other issues such as the 
study of the charge transport and recombination in a steady state regime. In P-OPV device, PV 
behavior can be studied at the same time with charges recombination and transportation.  
Vertical phase segregation effect has less influence in planar structure than in vertical 
because the charge transport in P-OPV is horizontally where no phase segregation gradients exist 
because of the constant component’s concentration along the charge transportation path between 
the electrodes. Another advantage of using P-OPV device is that the FET mobility is expected to 
higher in plan than in vertical direction, this because π-orbital is responsible for the charge 
transport in the organic molecules chains. This orbital is distributed parallel to the substrate 
favoring the transport in that direction [
42
, 
43
] leading to anisotropic charge transport where the 
mobility along the backbone of the molecules chains is higher than along the vertical direction. 
In addition, because of the recent high demand for flexible, portable, and multifunctional 
organic devices, the planar device structure can be an attractive to achieve those goals. Multi-
functional planar organic-based devices have been recently reported; for example, field effect 
transistor (FET) that also works as light emitting diode (LED) [
44
, 
45
], and a solar cell that works 
as LED [
46
]. Also, recent reports on multifunctional organic-based devices have reported the 
fabrication of OPV device in a planar structure that can be used as a power source and an FET at 
the same time [
47
, 
48
]. However, those studies showed a low device performance including low 
PCE and mobility that can be a result of the use of (i) improper electrodes combination, (ii) non 
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optimized channel length, (iii) non optimized film thickness, and (iv) non optimized blending 
ratio. The investigations of these effects on the PV device performance can help to further 
improve the design of efficient OPV device. 
 
1.2 Organization of the thesis 
The background chapter discusses in details the photovoltaic effect and paying more 
focus to the history of organic photovoltaic devices and the evolution of the bulk hetrojunction 
material (BHJ). The general information about OPV device working mechanism, materials, and 
structure will be also discussed in this chapter. At the end, the characteristic parameters of a PV 
device will be introduced beside their effect on PV device performance.  
 After discussing the background, Chapter 3 will provide the information about the 
fabrication processes performed in our lab. This chapter will describe the fabrication of electrode 
patterns using electron beam lithography, organic solutions details, and experimental details for 
the fabrication OPV devices by spin coating mechanism, and measurement setups. 
Chapter 4 reports performances of organic field effect transistors of the P3HT:PCBM 
blend with different metal electrodes. The mobility of these devices in addition to their output 
characteristics are reported and discussed as a tool to fabricate a functioning OPV planar device.  
Chapter 5 will present detailed output, current-voltage, measurements on planar OPV 
with P3HT:PCBM (1:2 ratio) devices mainly to study the PV behavior of these devices. In 
contrast to the current vertical PV device, we show how the efficiency of OPV device is related 
to the device parameters, mainly electrodes separation and active layer thickness. In the same 
chapter, we also show that by utilizing the planar structure different metals can be used as 
electrodes and among those metals Cr and Ti have shown a good PV behavior.  
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Subsequently, in chapter 6 we will test the validity of the definition of the illuminated 
area in the planar PV device which is the area in-between the electrodes. This was performed by 
introducing two set of experiments: 1) comparing the efficiency values executed from up light 
shining with the ones from the bottom light shining and 2) studying the effect of the parasitic 
paths in the planar PV device.  
Chapter 7 discusses the justification behind using P3HT:PCBM with 1:2 ratio in planar 
OPV device in this thesis while 1:1 ratio is known to be the optimized in vertical PV devices. 
This was done by comparing the efficiency values with other ratios and by discussing the effect 
of the used substrate, SiO2, in the planar structure. 
Chapter 8 shows the experimental strategies to enhance the efficiency in the planar 
structure by introducing the multi hole collector design which will enhance the collection of the 
hole carriers and by engineering the metal/organic interface through introducing a buffer layer at 
the interface. The final Chapter 9 draws the conclusions to this thesis in addition to suggesting 
the future directions and experiments related to this work. 
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND 
2.1 Photovoltaic device operational basics 
An OPV device converts the solar illumination into photocurrent in four major processes: 
(i) Incident photons absorption and exciton generation (electron-hole pair), (ii) Exciton diffusion 
to the donor–acceptor interface, (iii) charges separation and transportation, and (iv) charges 
collection at the respective electrodes [
49
]. The four processes are illustrated in Figure 2.1 were 
LUMO is the lowest unoccupied molecular orbits, and HOMO is the highest occupied molecular 
orbits. 
 
 
Figure ‎2.1 The four major processes occur when an OPV device is illuminated. Donor and 
acceptor are the organic components of the active layer material. 
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When the incident light reaches the active material in an OPV device then electron-hole 
pairs (Excitons) are created at the donor (p-type) material due to the electron transition from 
HOMO to LUMO level. The amount of the absorbed light in the active layer depends on the 
layer thickness and the absorption coefficient of the active material. The absorption efficiency 
(ηabs) is determined by the number of absorbed photons with respect to the incident one. This 
efficiency is also affected by other factors such as the absorption spectra of the active material 
and how well it matches the incident’s light spectrum and the device architecture. The OPV cell 
responds to the light based on the absorption spectrum of the active layer material which depends 
on the chemical structure of that material (Figure 2.2).  
 
Figure ‎2.2 Absorption coefficients (represent the absorption spectra) of organic materials are 
compared to the standard solar spectrum ref [
50
]. 
 
In the second operational process, the generated excitons diffuse to the donor-acceptor 
interface. The efficiency of exciton diffusion in organic PV device is determined by the diffusion 
length of the exciton which is about ~ 10 nm in organic materials [
51
, 
52
]. Also, the morphology 
of the donor-acceptor interface affects the exciton diffusion process [
53
]. If the recombination 
process (hole-electron pair makes up an exciton back) doesn’t occur during the diffusion process, 
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then the exciton with a binding energy 0.1-0.2 eV is dissociated (i.e the hole-electron pair is 
separated) at the interface due to the presence of the internal field at the donor-acceptor interface. 
Finally, the separated electrons and holes are then transferred through the donor and acceptor 
networks to the respective electrodes primarily by drift and diffusion processes [
54
]. Charge traps 
such as defect in the active layer morphology or dead ends in the networks of the donor and 
acceptor materials can lower the mobility of the transported charges. The most efficient 
collection of the separated charges at the contacts occurs when the work function of the cathode 
is less than LUMO of the acceptor and work function of the anode is larger than HOMO of the 
donor. 
 
2.2 Current-Voltage (I-V) characteristics of OPV cell 
The characteristic parameters that define the OPV device performance can be extracted 
from the current-voltage (I-V) curve of the measured devices. Figure 2.3 (a) shows a typical I-V 
curve for an idealized OPV device under illumination.  From the curve in the Figure, short circuit 
current (Isc) is at zero applied voltage. Voc is the open circuit voltage which is a material property 
in case of organic materials. MPP is the maximum power point where the product of the current 
(Imax) and voltage (Vmax) is maximum. A negative power indicates a power generation. The ratio 
of the maximum power to the multiplication of Isc and Voc determines the fill factor (FF) of the 
OPV device which is an indication of the device performance. 
Figure 2.3 (b) shows the equivalent circuit for an OPV device that consists of current 
source, parallel resistance, and diode all connected in parallel and the three elements are 
connected in series with another resistance.  
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Figure ‎2.3 (a) Typical current-voltage (I-V) curve for an OPV device under illumination. (b) 
Equivalent PV device circuit with RS: series resistance, RSH: shunt resistance, ID: dark current, 
Ish, current pass through shunt resistance, and Iph: photo current.  
 
Under dark condition, the I-V curve resembles a diode behavior with small current in 
reverse bias and exponential behavior in the forward bias because the charge injection occurs in 
the forward bias. This diode like behavior is due to the energy barriers between the organic 
material and the contacts. When the device is illuminated, a photocurrent (Iph) is created in the 
device; the superposition of the dark current and the photocurrent is the I-V characteristics under 
illumination which can be described by Shockley equation: 
 
         
  
   
             (2.1) 
 
Where, Is is the reverse saturated current, q is the elementary charge, k is Boltzmann 
constant, n is the ideality factor, and T is the temperature [
55
]. The photocurrent depends on the 
applied voltage in a real device, incident light intensity and spectrum.  
The diode behavior of the OPV device under dark which represents the rectification 
behavior of the donor-acceptor heterojunctions is characterized by Is and ―n‖. The ideality factor 
is extracted from the slope of the exponential curve in the forward bias and it is equal to 1 in 
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ideal diode. Ideality factor value greater than one, indicates a low rectification at the donor-
acceptor hetrojunctions due to many factors like recombination current. The values of ―n‖ are 
normally greater than 1.6 for organic-based photovoltaic devices due to the charge 
recombination in the device. 
After the illumination and photocurrent generation passes through the device and 
reaching the contacts, a series resistance (RS) is created in the path of this current due to the finite 
resistance of the organic layers and the electrodes in addition to the contact resistance at the 
interfaces with the electrodes. The lower the series resistance the less power loss because more 
current will pass through the device. Finally, the shunt resistance (RSH) accounts for the leakage 
current, charge recombination, and dead ends in the networks of the donor or acceptor. For an 
ideal OPV device, Rs=0 and RSH= ; and for an actual OPV device Rs and RSH can be calculated 
from the I-V curve the measured device as following: 
 
   
 
  
   
                                                                     (2.2) 
    
 
  
   
              (2.3) 
 
From the equivalent circuit model and after accounting for the Rs and RSH the equation 
for the I-V characteristics of a photovoltaic device is derived as: 
 
         
      
   
     
     
   
        (2.4) 
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2.3 Characteristic parameters of OPV device 
The parameters for OPV device that are extracted from the I-V curve of a device under 
known illumination intensity are called the characteristic parameters because they define and 
evaluate the device performance. Those parameters are mainly: open-circuit voltage (Voc), short 
circuit current (Isc), fill factor (FF), and the power conversion efficiency (PCE). 
 
2.3.1 Open-circuit voltage 
One of the main characteristic parameters that the performance of an OPV device 
depends on is the open circuit voltage (Voc), the value of Voc is determined when the current in 
the external circuit is equal to zero [
56
]. Since the current value is zero at this voltage, no power 
is produced. However, Voc sets the boundary for the voltage values at which power can be 
produced. The nature of Voc has been a crucial topic in the literature, a general definition of Voc 
gives it the same value as the built in potential. This definition is accurate at low temperature and 
underestimating the built-in potential at room temperature [
57
,
58
]. In a metal/insulator/metal 
(MIM) device Voc is equal to the difference between the work functions of the two electrodes’ 
materials [
59
]. Various studies have experimentally proved this MIM definition of Voc by 
studying OPV device made of ITO as one electrode and the other electrode was either aluminum 
(Al), magnesium (Mg) or calcium (Ca) [
60
, 
61
]. On the other hand in organic PV device, Voc value 
is equal to the difference between the HOMO level of the donor and LUMO level of the 
acceptor. 
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Figure ‎2.4 Energy band diagram of donor and acceptor materials with respect to the work 
functions of the metal contacts in OPV device. (a) ohmic-contacts case where difference between 
HOMO and LUMO levels of donor and acceptor is Voc1. Non-ohmic contacts where difference 
between work functions of the electrodes is Voc2 according MIM theory.  
 
Figure 2.4 shows the band structure of an OPV device including the HOMO and LUMO 
levels of the donor and acceptor materials and the work functions of the contacts. When the 
work-functions of the anode and cathode match the HOMO of the donor and the LUMO of the 
acceptor, respectively, then ohmic contacts are created as illustrated in Figure 2.4 (a). In this 
case, the maximum Voc value is equal to Voc1 which is the difference between HOMO of the 
donor and LUMO of the acceptor, and VOC is governed by the active material properties. On the 
other hand, when non-ohmic contacts are created as in Figure 2.4 (b) where the difference 
between the electrodes work functions is less than an not matching the LUMO-HOMO 
difference then the maximum Voc value is Voc2, according to MIM. Mihailetchi et al. have 
concluded that Voc of a BHJ OPV device is governed by the electrodes work functions for a non-
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ohmic contacts, and it is governed by the HOMO and LUMO levels of the donor and acceptor 
materials for ohmic contacts [
62
]. Scharber et al. have extracted a linear relation between Voc 
value and                                and they proved that MIM is not valid to BHJ 
OPV devices [
63
]. Voc value for a measured OPV device can be affected by many experimental or 
device parameters such as the dark current [64], light intensity, and chemical potentials [65, 66]. 
Brabec et al. have shown that Voc depends on the acceptors’ material strength, and it is not 
influenced by the work function difference [67]. Gadisa et al. measured Voc of 
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/Polymer/LiF/Al OPV device with different conjugated polymers [68]. They 
showed that Voc depends on the oxidation potential of the polymer as a result of varying the 
injection barrier when varying the polymer. Frohne et al. found that the doping level of the 
injection layer PEDOT:PSS layer can affect the value of Voc [69]. Another group has introduced 
the fact that the morphology of the active layer material can affect the value of Voc [70].  Koster 
et al. have found a dependency of Voc on the intensity of incident light for polymer/fullerene BHJ 
OPV device [71].  
 
2.3.2 Short-circuit current 
The value of short-circuit current (Isc) is extracted from the I-V curve when the applied 
voltage is zero i.e. the external applied electric field equals and opposes the internal electric field 
created by the OPV device. In ideal OPV device, Isc has the same value as the photocurrent. 
However, several effects can lower the Isc value from the ideal one such as the recombination 
process. The most device structural parameter that affects Isc is the active layer thickness. Moule 
et al. showed that the performance of a BHJ OPV device highly depends on the thickness of the 
active layer, and Isc dependency on the thickness is not BHJ material sensitive [
72
]. Hoppe et al. 
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have related the Isc to the internal quantum efficiency by modeling the optical properties of BHJ 
OPV device made from MDMO:PPV/PCBM [
73
]. The most common active layer used in 
fabricating OPV device is made from PCBM blended with MDMO-PPV or P3HT. One limiting 
factor in such materials is the limited absorption. A P3HT layer with thickness 240 nm can 
absorb only 21% of the sun’s incident photons [74] in the range between 350 and 650 nm. This 
low percentage of the absorption is due to the mismatch between the solar and P3HT absorption 
spectra. 
The lower the band gap of a polymer, difference between the HOMO and LUMO levels, 
the more photons that can be absorbed in the polymer layer and the higher current value passes 
in the device. However, common polymers used in OPV field have relatively high band gaps 
more 1.8 eV [
75
]. This limitation can be overcome by introducing low band gap molecules that 
shift the polymers’ absorption spectra more to the red part of the spectra. The use of low band 
gap polymers has been reported by many research groups [
76
, 
77
, 
78
, 
79
, 
80
]. Another way to 
overcome the absorption limitation is to increase the thickness of the active layer to absorb more 
photons and increase the Isc value. However, increasing the thickness affects the carriers’ 
mobility and the charges life time in the OPV device.  
 
2.3.3 Fill factor  
While Voc and Isc define the boundaries of power production in OPV device, the 
maximum power point (MPP) which is the product of maximum voltage (Vmax) and current (Imax) 
will be always less (see Figure 2.6). How close is maximum power point to the limits of power 
production of Isc and Voc is indicated by the fill factor (FF) which is defined for an OPV device 
as ratio between the maximum power point to the product of Voc and Isc, see Figure 2.5 below: 
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Figure ‎2.5 Definition of FF from the typical I-V curve of a PV cell. 
 
The value of FF also indicates the sharpness of the curvature of the I-V curve. The higher 
FF is desired because it is a result of higher maximum power point. The value of FF is always 
less than 1 in OPV device due to the diode-like behavior of the device and the additional 
resistances. This value depends on charge dissociation and transportation, and recombination rate 
[
81
]. Also, the active layer morphology and thickness, and the polymer interface with the contacts 
can affect the value of FF. The series resistance (Rs) and the shunt resistance (RSH) can reduce 
the FF value.  
The main factor that can reduce FF value, by varying the series resistance, is the 
interfacial area between the active layer and the electrodes. For OPV devices made in vertical 
geometry, low FF has been reported as a result of the absence of injection layers at the electrode 
[
82
, 
83
, 
84
]. The main function of injection layers such as PEDOT:PSS or metal oxides is to 
decrease the injection barrier for the carriers at the electrode interface which leads to high RSH 
and low Rs. Gupta et al. found that FF highly depends on the quality of polymer/cathode 
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interface, and can be reduced when charge accumulation due to defects at the interface occurs 
[
85
].  The high thickness of active layer increases Rs and decreases RSH leading to a lower FF, this 
is due to larger distance that carriers must travel to be collected at the electrodes which increases 
the recombination and reduces the mobility of the carriers. M. Kim et al. have studied the ways 
to control FF and have shown that increasing the active layer thickness decreases the FF values 
[
86
]. Also, they have shown that RSH and FF are reduced when increasing the light intensity due 
to the higher recombination rate in the active layer. 
 
2.3.4 Power conversion efficiency 
The most parameter discussed when describing the performance of an OPV device is the 
power conversion efficiency (PCE) which is defined as the ratio of the maximum output power 
to the incident irradiance (power per unit area). The overall power conversion efficiency (PCE) 
of an OPV device can be calculated by: 
 
    
         
   
      
          
   
        (2.5) 
 
Where, Pin is the incident power per unit area. Typical values for PCE and OPV device 
performance are normally reported in AM1.5G conditions where Pin is 100 mW/cm
2
 matches the 
irradiance of the sun when it is at angle of 48.2
o
 from the earth’s surface. It is clear from the 
above equation that PCE depends mainly on the FF, Isc, and Voc values. Furthermore, the 
illuminated area used to calculate PCE can affect its value. Usually when calculating PCE, Isc is 
presented by the short circuit current density (Jsc) which is the short circuit current divided by the 
illuminated area. 
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2.4 Organic photovoltaic materials 
Two types of materials have been mainly used in OPV field: vacuum processed materials 
like small organic molecules and solution processed materials such as semiconducting 
polymers/molecules [
87
]. The variation of the polymers’ properties made their discovery a 
turning point in the photovoltaic field. Optical and electrical properties are mainly important in 
addition to the ease of processing the polymers. Polymers in general are either saturated, with all 
valence electrons form covalent bonds making the polymer insulator, or conjugated polymers 
where for each carbon atom there is one unpaired electron called the π electron or bonding. This 
π bonding results in a delocalization along the back bone of the polymer chain leading to high 
charge mobility along the backbone. The conductivity level of conjugated polymers depends on 
the chain symmetry which determines the electronic structure of that polymer. Some polymers 
can even show metallic properties depending on the electronic structure [
88
]. Conjugated 
polymers have been a material of interest in photovoltaics [
89
], OLEDs [
90
,
91
,
92
], and OFETs 
[
93
,
94
] because they can absorb light and transfer the photo generated charge carriers due to  the 
extended delocalized π electron on their structure. A good chemical stability and high visible 
light absorption are required for organics to be considered as an active material in an OPV device 
which makes conjugated polymers good candidate for an active layer [
95
]. However, using 
conjugated polymers only as an active material led to poor PV device performance [
96
]. This was 
changed and a better device performance was achieved by mixing conjugated polymers with 
electron acceptor materials such as fullerenes [
97
,
98
,
99
,
100
,
101
]. In such combination (polymer-
fullerene) the polymer performs as an electron donor material and the fullerene performs as an 
acceptor. The soluble derivatives of Buckminsterfullerene, C60, are famous acceptor materials 
such as [6,6]-pheny1 C61-butyric acid methy1 ester (PCBM) (Figure 2.6). PCBM was 
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synthesized by Wudl et al. [
102
] and commonly used in organic PV devices because of its 
solution processability. Some widely used hole conducting donor polymers because of their 
charge transport, low bandgap, and optical properties are: poly[2-methoxy-5-(3,7-
dimethyloctyloxy)]-1,4-phenylenevinylene) (MDMO-PPV), poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and 
(poly(9,90-dioctylfluorene-co-bis-N,N0-(4-butylphenyl-1,4 phenylenediamine) (PFB) and 
PCDTBT. MDMO-PPV has a bandgap of 2.2 while P3HT has a 2.1 eV and M3H-PPV has a 
~2.4 eV bandgap. MEH-PPV has 3.0 eV bandgap while PCDTBT has a 1.8 eV. Different 
bandgaps varies the range of the wavelengths that these polymers can absorb and ability to 
transport charges. 
 
Figure ‎2.6 Examples of famous donor polymers and acceptor materials used in OPV device. 
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2.5 Organic photovoltaic device architecture 
The common OPV device consists of transparent substrate (glass) covered with a 
transparent conducting material that form an electrode (mostly indium-tin-oxide (ITO)). ITO 
material is chosen because it allows light to be shinned through and reach the device, at the same 
time it is conducting so it collects the holes. However, using ITO as an electrode in the PV 
comes with different draw backs such as the low conductivity in comparison with metals, oxygen 
discharge into the organic layer, low transparency in the blue region, and large-scaling PV device 
using ITO will be expensive due to the price of Indium [
103
]. Mostly, the ITO electrode is coated 
with PEDOT:PSS, poly(ethylene-dioxythiophene). PEDOT:PSS is a conducting material that 
enhances the hole extraction at the surface of the ITO electrode and reduces the amount of shorts 
at the ITO surface [
104
,
105
, 
106
]. The second major element in OPV device is the photo active layer 
(organic material blend) which coats the ITO/PEDOT:PSS electrode. The most famous methods 
of depositing this layer are: spin coating, doctor blading, screen printing, and ink jet printing. 
The last element to be fabricated in the PV device is the top electrode which is, 
commonly, a metal with an under interfacial layer made of lithiumfluoride (LiF). The LiF layer 
has the same function as the PEDOT:PSS of enhancing the surface and reducing the metal work 
function, and other roles for this underlayer are still under debate in the literature [
107
, 
108
, 
109
, 
110
].  The use of two electrodes with two different work functions introduces a potential drop at 
the donor-acceptor interface to efficiently separate the electron-hole pair (exciton dissociation). 
In the following, the most common device configurations are discussed a long with their 
advantages and disadvantages. The main difference between these configurations is in the 
exciton dissociation process and the charge transportation.  
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2.5.1 Single layer OPV device 
The single layer OPV device is constructed by sandwiching a p-type conjugated polymer 
between a transparent electrode (ITO) and a metallic one (Al) (Figure 2.7 (a)). polyacetylene 
[
111
] and polythiophene [
112
] were the main conjugated polymers used in the early work done on 
single layer OPV. Poly [2-methoxy-5-(20-ethyl-hexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene vinylene] (MEH-PPV) 
is a famous example of these polymars and considered a material of interest in single layer 
organic optoelectronics [
113
]. However, using this polymer with single layer OPV device 
architecture ITO/PPV/Al had resulted in a low efficiency 0.07% - 1% for light intensities of 1 
mW/cm
2
 [
114
, 
115
, 
116
]. The potential difference created by the asymmetry of the work function of 
electrodes was not enough to produce reasonable power efficiency. In addition, the main reason 
behind the low efficiency in the single layer OPV devices is the low carrier generation resulted 
from low exciton dissociation rate (electron and hole separation). Because of the short exciton 
diffusion length (10 nm), photoexcitations can only dissociate at the polymer/cathode interface 
where a depletion region of the Schottky contact exists. Therefore, only a small area contributes 
to free charge generation in single polymer-based OPV devices. It was later discovered that the 
exciton dissociation process is more efficient when an interface between donor and acceptor 
exists; this led to the development of bi-layer OPV device by introducing an acceptor layer 
between the donor (polymer) layer and the cathode. Single-layer conjugated polymer-based 
devices experienced a poor PV behavior. The device architecture affects the overall performance 
of OPV device. 
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Figure ‎2.7 (a) Single layer OPV device architecture. The donor layer is a conjugated polymer. (b) 
Bilayer OPV device where the donor layer and the acceptor layer form the active material. 
   
2.5.2 Bi-layer OPV device 
The major drawback in single-layer OPV device is the low current generation because the 
only area that contributes to the generation is the polymers/electrode interface area. To overcome 
this problem, the bi-layer, donor and acceptor, OPV device was introduced [
117
]. The donor and 
the acceptor layers are stacked above each other in a bi-layer device, and then sandwiched 
between an ITO and Al electrodes (see Fig. 2.7 (b)). In bi-layer device, interaction and 
photogeneration occur at the geometric interface between the donor and the acceptor layers. 
Under photoexcitation, the conjugated polymers (electron donors) show ultrafast and stable 
electron transfer to Buckminster fullerenes (acceptor layer) in solid films [
11
, 
118
, 
119
, 
120
]. The 
interface between the two layers plays the main role in device performance and the outcome PV 
properties [
121
]. Research groups have used different methods to fabricate bi-layer OPV device 
like: (i) thermal deposition [
122
,
123
,
124
], (ii) solution casting of one material and evaporation of the 
other [
125
, 
126
, 
127
], and (iii) solution casting using polymer precursor [
128
]. Power conversion 
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efficiencies of 3.6% using bi-layer OPV device were achieved using vacuum-deposited copper 
phthalocyanine/C60 thin-film [
129
, 
130
, 
131
]. 
Comparing to single layer OPV device, large improvement was accomplished by using 
bi-layer OPV device. However, some limitations existed due to the bi-layer device architecture 
such as: (i) charge separation only happens close to the donor/acceptor interface (ii) device 
efficiency is limited by the amounts of absorbed photons at the layers interface [
132
]. 
 
2.5.3 Bulk hetrojunction OPV device 
A blend of a conjugated polymer (donor) and a fullerene derivative (acceptor) makes a 
bulk hetrojunctions (BHJ) material which is considered to be the most promising combination 
for an active material. To make a BHJ OPV device, the active layer which consists of materials 
(donor and acceptor) is sandwiched between two contacts with different work functions (see 
Figure 2.8 (a)). The BHJ material is considered to be a major breakthrough in the OPV field 
because of the large amount of interfacial areas created between the donor and the acceptor 
resulted from mixing the two materials together [
133
]. The interfacial areas can be controlled by 
the processing parameters in order to form a donor-acceptor interface within a distance close or 
less than the exciton diffusion length ~ 10 nm. Each material type in the BHJ active layer creates 
an interpenetrating network in nanometer scale for a better charge transportation to the electrodes 
(see Fig. 2.8 (b)). Material wise, BHJ device is similar to bi-layer device except that more 
interfacial areas exist in BHJ device which increases the photon absorption and charge 
separation. For a BHJ device to perform, percolated pathways for the holes and electrons are 
required to transfer them to the contacts. This makes the BHJ device more affected by 
morphology of the film and the processing conditions.  
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Figure ‎2.8 (a) BHJ OPV device architecture. The donor/acceptor blend is the BHJ blend that 
forms the active layer. (b) Schematic of BHJ OPV device [
134
]. 
 
An efficiency of 2.5% achieved by Shaheen et al. was a breakthrough on using MDMO-
PPV/ PCBM BHJ material. MDMO-PPV/PCBM was then a main topic for research focusing on 
morphology, electronic structure, and charge transport of this BHJ material [
135
, 
136
, 
137
, 
138
, 
139
, 
140
]. Another donor material that competed with MDMO is P3HT that is usually blended with 
PCBM to create the BHJ material. The higher charge carrier mobility and lower band gap 
compared to MDMOPPV made P3HT more popular in OPV field. OPV device made with 
P3HT/PCBM blends has shown higher efficiency up to 5% [
141
, 
142
, 
143
, 
144
]. 
 
2.5.4 Tandem organic photovoltaic device 
As mentioned before, different techniques are followed to enhance the OPV device 
performance. Some of those techniques focus on the device structure to enhance the light 
absorption or the charge transport. Tandem OPV device structure is one of those techniques that 
provides a way to increase the light absorption and hence the overall device efficiency. A tandem 
cell is fabricated by stacking more than one solar cell, usually two cells, on top of each other 
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with a transparent electrode in-between the cells (see Figure 2.9). The middle layer that separates 
the two cells plays an important role because it is considered as a foundation to fabricate the 
second cell, at the meantime it serves as an electron transport and collecting layer for the first 
cell. In the tandem cell, the light passes through the first cell and then reaches the second cell 
through the transparent layer. Since the tandem cell is considered as two solar cells in series then 
the produced voltages by both cells will add up and the current will be limited by the lowest 
current of both cells. The two cells can be made from the same BHJ material; in this case the 
tandem sell allows more light absorption for thicker overall active material thickness. The two 
cells can be also made from two different BHJ materials that have complementary absorption 
spectra to cover a broader portion of the solar spectrum. This leads a reduction in the energy lost 
due to the unabsorbed photons with energy slightly larger than the energy band gap of either BHJ 
material. 
 
 
Figure ‎2.9 (a) Schematic diagram of tandem solar cell with two cells on top of each other with a 
transparent layer in between. (b) SEM images for a tandem cell made from P3HT/PCBM and 
PCPDTBT/PCBM solar cells from ref [
145
]. 
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The first tandem solar cell was demonstrated by Hiramoto et al. where a thin layer of 
Au between two organic cells was fabricated by thermal evaporation [
146
]. They showed that the 
Voc value was doubled when comparing to a single cell while photocurrent was reduced because 
of the reduction in the light intensity in the back cell. By additional interfacial layers and tuning 
the first cell for long wavelengths and the second cell for short ones, an efficiency of 5.7% was 
reported for vacuum-deposited tandem cell [
147
]. A high efficiency of 8.3% was reported by 
Heliatek where they fabricated tandem cells from small molecules [
148
]. Some of the famous BHJ 
materials that are used to fabricate tandem cells by vacuum deposition are CuPc /PTCBI [
149
], 
ZnPc / C60 [
150
,
151
], SnPc / C70 [
152
], and pentacene / C60 [
153
].The middle layer is normally 
made from Ag or Au enclosed by thin metal oxide or organic layers [
154
, 
155
], or from only doped 
organic layers [
156
]. One of the highest reported efficiency for solution-processed tandem cell is 
6.5%; the device is made from PCPDTBT/PCBM as the first cell, and P3HT/ PC71BM as the 
second cell, and TiO2 and PEDOT as the middle layer [
157
].  A higher PCE 8.3% was reported 
when the P3HT and PCBM material mixed with other polymers [
158
]. However, efficiencies 
produced by tandem have not exceeded the values produced by single cells due to many 
challenges facing the tandem cell fabrication.  Some of those challenges are: (i) difficulties to 
match the photocurrent of the two cells, (2) damaging the first cell when depositing the second 
cell.  
 
2.6 Reports on PCE in organic photovoltaics field 
The research in organic photovoltaics field has been rapidly growing in the last few 
decades aiming to reach the commercial level that demands a stable device with efficiency 
higher than 10%. Determining a fair comparison between the devices efficiencies generated by 
the working groups in the OPV field became a crucial issue [
159
]. In order to compare between 
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different OPV devices from different groups, PCE value which represents the device 
performance should be accurately extracted and reported, also this value must be reproducible 
for a same device [
160
]. Specific conditions must be attained when PCE is reported for an OPV 
device; those conditions are temperature, spectral irradiance, and total irradiance, commonly 
known as the standard reporting conditions (SRC) [
161
, 
162
]. The SRC defines the irradiance to be 
100 mW/cm
2
, temperature to be 25 
o
C, and device should measure under AM 1.5 global 
spectrum. Shrotriya et al. have described the right experimental procedure that should be 
followed in order to report an accurate OPV device performance [
163
]. In their work, spectral 
responsively, light source calibration, spectral mismatch, and device area showed to have an 
effect on the reported PV device performance. Device area which is usually defined by the 
shadow mask used to deposit the upper electrode is an important factor because it is used to 
calculate the current density generated by the device. 
Reported PCE values in literature has shown a range of variation from as low as 0.6% to 
7.4% [
164
]. The variation is due to the different proceeding condition and device parameters 
applied by the different groups such as active layer thickness, materials ratio, power input, 
solvent, and annealing temperature. Under illumination of 100 mW/cm
2
, 1:1 P3HT:PCBM ratio, 
and DCB solvent PCE values were PCE=4% for thickness of 60 nm [
165
], 2.7% for a film 
thickness 70 nm [
166
], PCE=4.4% for thickness of 175 nm [
167
], PCE=5% for a film thickness of 
220 nm [
168
], and PCE of 3% for a thickness of 320 nm [
169
]. Increasing the thickness in the 
mentioned devices did not lead to an increase in the PCE, instead a jumping in the values are 
noticed. Several groups have studied the effect of increasing the P3HT/PCBM layer thickness on 
the device performance; for example, L Zeng et. al. have fabricated OPV devices with 
P3HT:PCBM with thickness ranges from 130 to 1200 nm; they extracted the higher PCE value 
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for the device with 830 nm and the lowest PCE values for the devices with the thickness 130 and 
1200 nm [
170
]. S Lee et. al. have tried a different range of thicknesses between 170 nm to 100 nm 
and found the highest efficiency 3.7%  for the device with thickness 520 nm and lowest PCE 
when the thickness is higher [
171
]. High PCE values for P3HT:PCBM devices  about 4%–5% are 
normally reported for an active layer thickness in the range of 100–250 nm [172, 173]. Other 
studied have focused on different P3HT:PCBM ratios; when blending ratio 1:0.8 was used with 
the solvent to CB, reported PCE values were about 5% [
174
, 
175
]. Also, other groups have reported 
PCE values of 3.1% and 2.8 % for 1:2 and 1:3 ratio, respectively [
176
, 
177
]. Annealing 
temperatures were different between 75 and 150 
o
C for these reported works. 
All of the above discussed PCE values from the literature were extracted from optimum 
OPV devices that utilize the interfacial layers (injection layers) in their structure to enhance the 
charges extraction at the active-layer/electrodes interface. On the other hand when no injection 
layers were used, OPV devices showed low Voc and FF leading to low PCE values about 0.25-
2% by using P3HT:PCBM BHJ material [
178
, 
179
, 
180
]. In the planar device geometry reported in 
this thesis, these injection layers are not present. 
The efficiency of an OPV device can be also affected by the device design. Cravino et al. 
showed that the OPV device performance can be affected by using two different device designs: 
(i) cross layout where the Al electrode overlaps with the active and PEDOT:PSS layers outside 
the ITO area, and (ii) the active layer is in contact with PEDOT:PSS/ITO only [
181
]. Their 
conclusion from analyzing the photocurrent was that the overlapping area between the Al 
electrode and the active and PEDOT:PSS layers is the most contributing area to the generated 
current and hence the device performance while other overlapping areas contribute less. The 
same designs: (i) island and (ii) crossbar were also investigated by Kim et al. [
182
]. They have 
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shown that a significant error occurs in the efficiency value when using the cross design if the 
device area is less than the illuminated area (the incident beam light spot). This is because an 
extra current is generated in the overlapping area between the PEDOT:PSS and the active layer 
because PEDOT:PSS layer can act as an anode. Two solutions were suggested by Kim et al. to 
avoid this efficiency overestimation: (i) making device area equal to illuminated area (ii) making 
no overlapping area between PEDOT:PSS and the active material by using island device layout. 
Among other factors that affect the reported OPV device performance are: processing conditions 
[
183
, 
184
], used solvent [
185
], and the oxygen effect [
186
, 
187
]. 
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CHAPTER 3: DEVICE FABRICATION AND EXPEREMENTAL 
METHODS  
3.1 Introduction 
All of the organic field effect transistor (OFET) and planar organic photovoltaic (P-OPV) 
devices described in this work are fabricated in a planar structure where the source and drain 
electrodes are in plane with each other. Figure 3.1(a) shows a general cartoon of the OFET 
device design used in this work and Figure 3.1(b) shows a cartoon of the P-OPV device. In 
chapter 4, the planar device structure will be fabricated with similar electrodes (same metallic 
material) to be only used as an OFET device to probe the output and transport characteristics. 
For the rest of the chapter the planar device structure is used as OPV device where two dissimilar 
electrodes are used. The light will be shinned on the device and the PV-behavior will be 
investigated. In chapter 6 and 8 the shape of the electrodes in the P-OPV device will be varied to 
serve the purpose of the study.  
 
 
Figure ‎3.1 Device schematic of (a) OFET device with similar electrodes on Si/SiO2 substrate, 
organic solution is P3HT, PCBM, or P3HT/PCBM blend. (b) P-OPV device with dissimilar 
electrodes. 
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In this chapter, firstly an overview about fabricating of electrode patterns using electron 
beam lithography (EBL) will be discussed and then the organic solution processing and the 
fabrication of P-OPV devices will be discussed. Finally the experimental setup and the 
characterization of the fabricated devices will be discussed. 
 
3.2 Fabrication of electrodes (general techniques) 
All devices in this work were fabricated on top of highly doped (<0.005 Ω cm) silicon 
substrates (~350 um thick from Silicon Quest International) with a 250 nm thick SiO2 capped 
layer. The electrodes for OFET devices were fabricated by optical lithography which will not be 
discussed in the thesis. While for P-OPV devices, electron beam lithography (EBL) was used to 
draw the pattern of the electrodes. Optical lithography was used in OFET because of the large 
feature size ~ 20 μm, while the P-OPV devices were made with smaller feature size ~2 μm where 
EBL was needed.  
 
3.2.1 Photo resist and electron beam lithography (EBL) 
After cleansing the blank Si/SiO2 wafer, the photo resist is spun coated on top of it. In the 
presented work, double-layer resist technique where two different resists are spun coated on top 
of each other was used. Figure 3.2 shows a diagram of the fabrication of metal structures on 
Si/SiO2 substrate using double-layer resist by e-beam lithography. 
In the double-layer technique, the photo resist forming the bottom layer is more sensitive 
to the e-beam than the photo resist forming the top layer. This creates an undercut in the exposed 
layers which results in easier lift-off. The photo resist in the bottom layer is MMA (MicroChem, 
EL9), spun coated at 4000 rpm (thickness ~ 300 nm) for 60 seconds and then baked on a hot 
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plate for 15 minutes at 180
0
 C. Then, the second photo resist PMMA 950K (C2, MircoChem) is 
spun coated at 4000 rpm for 60 seconds and baked on hot plate for 15 minutes at 180
0
 C. After 
coating the resist, the wafer is exposed in Zeiss ULTRA-55 FEG SEM (EBL process). The photo 
resist is exposed according to the electrodes patterns patterned by nano patterns generation 
system (NPGS) software and provided to the SEM system by Nabity system. We typically 
expose the resist with a dose of ~300 μC/cm2 at 29 kV using the Nabity system. After 
lithography, the wafer is developed in Methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK)/Isopropanol (IPA) (1:3) 
for 70 seconds, rinsed for 15 seconds with IPA, and then blown dry. 
 
 
Figure ‎3.2 Schematic diagram of the e-beam lithography using double-layer resist technique. 
 
3.2.2 Metallization  
After the lithography and developing processes, the samples are then ready for 
metallization. Using the electron beam evaporation or thermal evaporation, 30 nm of the desired 
metal (evaporated at ~0.3 A/s) is deposited for P-OPV device. For OFET devices, typically 2 nm 
layer of Cr is evaporated as sticking layer followed by 30 nm of the desired metal. The thermal 
evaporation was only used to deposit Au metal.  
3.2.3 Lift-off 
Right after metallization, the wafer is dipped into Acetone for 2-4 hr’s depending on the 
evaporated metal to lift off the metal deposited on the unexposed parts in the lithography 
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process. After lift-off, the wafer is rinsed gently in acetone, IPA, and water, and then blow dry 
with nitrogen gas. If the metal does not come off easily, the sample and the Acetone can be 
warmed for few minutes to help the lift-off process.  
   
3.3 Fabrication of OFET devices 
The organic field effect transistors (OFET) electrodes where fabricated by optical 
lithography followed by metalizing the desired metal. Figure 3.3 shows the large chip after gold 
metallization and lift-off. This chip contains 18 OFET devices. 
 
 
Figure ‎3.3 Optical image of 18 FET devices fabricated by optical lithography. Each pair on the 
right is on FET device. 
 
3.3.1 OFET electrodes preparation 
OFETs were fabricated on heavily doped n-type Si substrates with a 250 nm capped layer 
of SiO2. Source and drain electrodes  were defined using double layer photolithography (LOR 
3A/Shipley 1813) developing in CD26, followed by thermal evaporation of chromium (Cr) (2 
nm) and different metal electrode (30 nm) and finally standard lift-off. The channel length (L) 
and channel width (W) was 5µm and 200 µm, respectively. The lift off process was done with 
PG remover and then devices were cleaned with anhydrous acetone and IPA respectively for five 
minutes each.  
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3.3.2 Organic solutions processing 
P3HT and PCBM were purchased from EMD chemicals Inc. and Sigma Aldrich Co. 
respectively and were used as purchased without any further purification. Three different 
solutions were prepared for the OFET purpose: 1) P3HT/PCBM blend, 2) pristine P3HT, and 3) 
pristine PCBM. One mL of 1,2 dichlorobenzene (DCB) solvent with 5 mg P3HT and 10 mg 
PCBM , were mixed together to make the desired P3HT/PCBM blend solution with 1:2 ratio and 
concentration 15 mg/mL. The solution was stirred in a vial with a magnetic stirrer for 12 hours at 
40 
o
C for proper mixing of the solution. The solution was then filtered with 0.2µm syringe filter 
before fabricating the devices. After this cleaning process, the OFET devices were then 
fabricated by drop casting P3HT/PCBM blend on Si/SiO2 substrate with the electrodes without 
any further surface treatment inside a N2 glove box. For the pristine P3HT and pristine PCBM 
OFETs, solutions of P3HT with molecular weight concentration 5 mg/mL and PCBM 10 mg/mL 
were separately prepared in 1,2 dichlorobenzene and the devices were fabricated by drop casting 
individual solution on pre-cleaned Si/SiO2 substrate with metal electrodes. All of the fabricated 
devices were then thermally annealed at 150 
o
C on a hotplate for 15 minutes to evaporate the 
solvent and better organic molecules alignment.  
3.3.3 Device characterization and measurement set up  
The current-voltage output and current-gate voltage transport characteristics of the OFET 
devices were extracted using Hewlett Packard (HP) 4145 B semiconductor parametric analyzer 
in an enclosed glove box system with N2 flow. 
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3.4 Fabrication of P-OPV devices 
Planar organic photovoltaic (P-OPV) device were fabricated in two steps EBL, each step 
was followed by metallization process. This is because two different metal electrodes should be 
deposited for the P-OPV operation.  
 
3.4.1 Electrodes Fabrication 
P-OPV devices were fabricated on doped Si substrates with a 250 nm capped layer of 
SiO2. Dissimilar metal electrodes, Au and Cr, were designed using two steps of electron beam 
lithography (EBL). In the first step of EBL, Au electrode and markers were defined using 
double-layer MMA/PMMA resist, and then developed in (1 : 3) methyl isobutyl ketone : 
isopropyl alcohol (MIBK : IPA) followed by deposition of 30 nm Au. Finally, standard lift-off in 
acetone was performed and then subsequently cleaned with acetone and (IPA) respectively (see 
Figure 3.4).  
Second step of EBL was then implemented to define the second electrode Al, Mg, Ag, In, 
Cr, or Ti following the same process as Au electrode. The markers drawn in the first layer were 
used to align the second electrode with the Au electrodes. The electrodes separation (channel 
length (L)) of the P-OPV devices was varied 0.24, 0.5, 0.8, 1, and 3 µm and the channel width 
(W) was fixed to 100 µm (see Figure 3.5). 
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Figure ‎3.4 Optical image of the first EBL step where the 1
st
 electrode (Au) is drawn followed by 
metallization and left-off. To the right, the markers will be used to draw the second electrode by 
EBL. 
 
 
Figure ‎3.5 Optical images of three P-OPV devices showing the second electrode after the second 
EBL stage. 
  
3.4.2 Organic blends preparation 
 The active materials used for fabricating P-OPV devices were made from a blend of 
P3HT (molecular weight 33.3 kD) and PCBM  that were purchased from EMD chemicals Inc. 
and Sigma Aldrich Co. respectively and were used without any further purification. Three 
different solutions were prepared from P3HT/PCBM with weight three different ratios of 1:1, 
1:2, and 1:3 in 1,2 dichlorobenzene solvent. The concentrations were (32 mg/ml) for 1:1 ratio, 
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(48 mg/ml) for 1:2 ratio, and (64 mg/ml) for 1:3 ratio. The solutions were stirred in vials with a 
magnetic stirrer for 12 hours at 40 
o
C for proper mixing of the materials. The solutions were then 
filtered with a 0.2 µm syringe filter. For ratio effect study in Chapter 7, the three solutions were 
individually spun-coated on the bare Si/SiO2 substrates for surface morphology imaging and on 
top of Si/SiO2/electrodes to make P-OPV device. In the rest of the chapters, the P3HT/PCBM 
blend with 1:2 ratio was used when making the P-OPV devices because this ratio provides the 
best device performance according to this work. The surface morphologies of the blended films 
were examined by tapping mode atomic force microscope (AFM). AFM was also used to define 
the active layer thickness by examining the height profile of the film compared to the bare 
substrate. When performing the absorption measurement, the blended P3HT:PCBM films were 
spun-coated on top of glass substrate covered by 250 nm SiO2. Then absorption was measured 
using UV-Vis 300-Bio spectrometer. All samples undergo a heat treatment of 150 
o
C for 10 min. 
The solution preparation and the film spin coating were executed inside a N2 glove box.  
 
3.4.3 P-OPV device characterization and Measurement set up  
The P-OPV devices were characterized by current-voltage (I-V) measurements in dark 
and under simulated AM 1.5G solar irradiation at 100 mW/cm
2
 Oriel 96000, 150 W solar 
simulator, instrument that was calibrated with a standard monocrystalline silicon reference solar 
cell (Newport, 91150V) with KG-5 visible color filter certificated by NIST (National Institute for 
Standards and Technology) to the ISO-17025 standard that is traceable to the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). The I-V characteristics of the devices were measured 
using Hewlett Packard (HP) 4145 B semiconductor parametric analyzer in an enclosed glove box 
system with N2 flow (see Figure 3.6). Temperature inside the glove box was between 25-30 
o
C. 
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Figure ‎3.6 Measurement apparatus and set up for measuring PV behavior of P-OPV device. This 
apparatus without solar simulator is also used to measure the OFET devices. 
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CHAPTER 4:  STUDY OF ORGANIC FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR 
(OFET) TOWARDS THE DESIGN OF PLANAR PHOTOVOLTAIC 
DEVICE 
4.1  Introduction 
Ambipolar charge transport with both n and p-type characteristics has shown to be 
promising interest for solution processed ambipolar field effect transistor, complementary logic 
circuits (CMOS inverters), light emitting field effect transistors, and organic photovoltaic (OPV) 
devices [
188
, 
189
]. P3HT and PCBM mixture as a bulk heterojunction (BHJ) material has shown to 
be successful candidate as an active material for OPV devices with efficiency ~ 5%. The most 
utilized OPV device structure is made in a vertical geometry; this structure is facing some 
challenges and limitations that prevent it from addressing the effect of some physical parameters 
on the OPV device performance as mentioned in CH.1. As a deviation from the vertical structure 
and its related limitations, the planar device structure (dissimilar source and drain are in plane 
with each other) using bulk heterojunction material has shown to be promising interest for 
organic photovoltaics [
190
, 
191
] and light emitting ambipolar field effect transistor [
192
, 
193
 ].  
Since the use of the planar structure in OPV field still developing, the optimized active 
material, processing conditions, choice of electrodes still not reached; in some cases, study such 
as the proper choice of electrodes has not been established yet. Since the planar OPV devices are 
made in the same structure as OFET devices, then studying the relation of mobility in OFET 
with variety of electrodes metals provides a leading direction to choose the proper contacts for 
planar OPV devices. In addition, the proper set of contacts helps to develop planar OPV and 
OFETs devices with enhanced charge carrier transport for efficient and optimal charge 
injection/extraction process at the source/drain electrodes. Improper selection of metal contacts 
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creates inefficient charge injection/collection of holes and electrons from the HOMO and LUMO 
level of the donor and acceptor materials due to high injection/collection barrier at the interface 
which leads to lower device performance. For example when using P3HT/PCBM, the low work 
function metal such as Ca or Mg shows air sensitivity for efficient electron injection and high 
barrier for hole injection. Also the high work function metal such as Au, Pt, Pd shows high 
injection barrier for electron and hence make non ohmic contact. 
What should be mentioned here is the difference in the charge transport mechanism in 
OFET and OPV devices. In BHJ OPV device under illumination, holes and electrons are created 
and transported through percolated donor and acceptor pathways at the same time. However in 
OFET, either electrons or holes are accumulated and transported in the film depending on the 
applied voltage and gate voltage. This charge transportation is affected by the difference between 
the contact’s work function and the materials HOMO and LUMO levels [194, 195, 196]. In addition, 
the actual hole and electron mobility in OPV device depends on the film morphology and the 
recombination process.  
In this chapter, we have systematically investigated the ambipolar charge transport with a 
controlled variation of a range of metal work function (from low to high ) with symmetric source 
and drain contact to demonstrate ambipolar operation of P3HT and PCBM blend  with a ratio of 
1:2 from different metal contact without any surface treatment. The results show a clear evidence 
of metal injection barrier effects on the performance of the devices. Our observation of 
ambipolar FETs with different metal contact leads us with the conclusion that injection barrier 
for both holes and electrons lies ~ 0.3 < φ <1 eV range shows well balanced p and n channel 
characteristics. In addition, we have also studied the p-type and n-type behavior of pristine P3HT 
and PCBM separately with similar metal work function to validate the effect of injection barrier 
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on hole and electron mobility. Our results from these studies demonstrate the importance of 
contact metal effect on device performance and potential application of different metal electrode 
towards the design and development of planar photovoltaic and ambipolar FET devices. 
 
4.2 Results and discussion 
  OFETs were fabricated according to the procedure discussed in Chapter 3.  Figure 4.1 
shows the schematic diagram and the actual OFET devices. The channel length (L) and channel 
width (W) was 5µm and 200 µm, respectively. 
 
Figure ‎4.1 (a) schematically shows the device structure with transport measurement set up and 
(b) is the optical image of the FET devices. 
 
4.2.1 OFET of pristine P3HT and PCBM with different electrodes metals 
In this section we discuss the performance of OFET’s made from pristine P3HT and 
pristine PCBM. Their electronic transport properties at room temperature such as the mobility 
and the I-V characteristics will be reported. 
In order to achieve an efficient charges injection to P3HT or PCBM material, the work 
function of the electrode should allow efficient injection of holes in to the highest occupied 
molecular orbital (HOMO) level of P3HT and injection of electron into the lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbital LUMO level of PCBM. For this purpose we have selected a range of metal 
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work function (from low to high ) for systematic investigation of P3HT, PCBM FET’s 
performance and as well as ambipolar charge transport with symmetric source and drain contact. 
Figure 4.2 shows the schematic energy level diagrams of the (HOMO) and (LUMO) of P3HT 
and PCBM with respect to the different metal work function and their corresponding electron 
and hole injection barrier height (difference in energy level between HOMO or LUMO and metal 
work function). From the energy diagram with different metal contacts it is clearly evidenced 
that Au has the lowest hole injection barrier and Mg has the highest barrier for efficient injection 
of holes in to the LUMO level of P3HT for P type operation. On the other hand, low work 
function metal shows the lowest electron barrier in to the LUMO level of PCBM. 
 
Figure ‎4.2 Schematic energy level diagram of P3HT and PCBM and different metal contact with 
their corresponding   work function, electron and hole injection barrier height. 
 
All the P3HT FETs with different metal contact were characterized from their output and 
transfer characteristics. For output characteristics source-drain current (IDS) vs. source-drain 
voltage (VDS) was measured at different gate voltage (VG) from 0 to -80V (20V intervals). For 
P3HT OFET, all the device exhibits well defined p-type behavior in accumulation mode with 
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current saturation. For transfer characteristics, IDS-VG was measured from -80 to +60V at fixed 
VDS= -60V. Figure 4.3 (a) shows IDS vs. VDS of P3HT FETs measured at gate voltage (VG= - 
60V) for different metal contact. For comparison with different metal contact, the IDS -VDS for Au 
electrode is shown partially. The data shows a systematic variation of IDS depending on different 
metal contacts. Au electrode that makes ohmic contact is showing the highest source-drain 
current. At VDS=80 V Au electrode shows almost 10-15 times higher current than Al and Mg 
electrode which has the higher barrier (1.2eV) for hole injection. In addition, we speculate that 
Al and Mg OFETs show air sensitivity oxidation problem because the IDS -VDS plots for Al and 
Mg show higher threshold voltage compared to all other metals. Figure 4.3 (b) shows the transfer 
characteristics from P3HT OFETs where IDS is plotted as function of VG at fixed VDS= -60V for 
all different metal contact. The current on/off ratio varies from 10
3
 to 10
4
. 
The effect of barrier height for electron injection was investigated from the PCBM FETs. 
Figure 4.3(c) shows the IDS vs. VDS plot of PCBM OFETs measured at gate voltage (VG = 60V) 
for all the different metal contacts that were used for P3HT OFETs. Low work function metals 
such as Mg, In, Ag make ohmic contact with PCBM because of the very low barrier with the 
LUMO level for electron injection. In contrast high work function metals such as Au, Pt make 
severely non ohmic contact due to very high electron injection barrier which is clearly indicated 
in the IDS-VDS plot. For VG=60V, the Mg electrode shows almost 100 times higher current than Pt 
and Au electrode at VDS=60V. The transfer characteristics of the same samples are shown in 
figure 4.3(d) where IDS is plotted as function of VG at fixed VDS= 60V. The current on/off ratio 
varies from 10
4
 to 10
5
. 
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Figure ‎4.3 (a) IDS vs. VDS of P3HT FETs measured at gate voltage (VG= - 60V) for different 
metal contact (b) transfer characteristics (IDS vs. VG) at VDS=-60V for the same P3HT FETs (c) 
IDS vs. VDS of PCBM FETs measured at gate voltage (VG= 60V) for different metal contact and 
(d) transfer characteristics (IDS vs. VG) at VDS=-60V for the same PCBM FETs. 
 
The field effect mobility μ is determined from the saturation regime using the relationship 
between IDS and the VG from the equation                      
  where    is the 
threshold voltage;    is the capacitance/unit area of the oxide layer (13.8nF/cm
2
). The calculated 
saturation mobilities for all different metal contacts are summarized and shown in Figure 4.4 
which shows the hole and electron mobility in P3HT and PCBM FETs as a function of different 
metal work functions. For P3HT, the hole mobility gradually increases with increasing metal 
work function up to 5.1 eV for Au which is the closest energy level that coincides with HOMO 
level of P3HT and shows the best mobility of 2×10
-2
 cm
2
/Vs. With increasing metal work 
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function more; for example, Pt (5.65eV) creates large injection barrier for hole and hence low 
hole mobility. The lowest hole mobility for P3HT OFET was obtained for Mg and Pt electrode 
5.5×10
-3
 cm
2
/Vs which can be ascribed due to the large energy mismatch with HOMO level of 
P3HT. 
 
 
Figure ‎4.4 Mobility as a function of different metal work function of (a) Holes for pristine P3HT 
FETs and (b) Electrons for pristine PCBM FETs 
 
 In contrast, electron mobilities of n-type PCBM FETs fabricated from different metal 
contact shows reverse order and mobility decreases with increasing metal work function. Low 
work function metals shows higher mobility compared to high work function metal except Cu. 
PCBM FET with Pt electrode shows the lowest mobility of 8.2×10
-4
 cm
2
/Vs due to the high 
barrier between the Pt work function and PCBM LUMO. We should mention that PCBM 
transistor with Cu and Cr electrodes shows almost three times change in mobility despite Cu and 
Cr having very similar work function. This is most probably due to the variation of contact 
resistance which can arise by the formation of interfacial dipole layers altering the energy barrier 
by a small amount. 
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We should mention here that the measured mobilities in the pristine P3HT and PCBM 
using OFET with different metals describe the best case scenario in the BHJ OPV devices and 
not the real case. This because the effective mobility in the P3HT/PCBM blend is less than the 
one in the pristine P3HT and PCBM due to the existence of another component that creates 
number of scattering sights and dead ends leading to a deviation in the carriers path; as a result, 
lower mobility and more recombination. However, calculating the mobilities for pristine P3HT 
and PCBM becomes useful when choosing the right set of electrodes for the planar OPV device 
because the metals with balanced mobilities can be good candidates to fabricate a P-OPV device.  
 
4.2.2 OFET of P3HT/PCBM blend with different metal electrodes 
One of the important requirements for proper operation of ambipolar OFETs is efficient 
and optimal charge injection of both carriers from respective contacts. The main drawback for 
ambipolar transport in typical OFET structure is its limitation to symmetrical source and drain 
contact which leads to a high injection barrier for one type of charge carrier. To eliminate the 
injection problem for proper ambipolar OFET operation, one need to develop asymmetrical 
source and drain contacts or the design of device structure where electrodes need to have a work 
function that allows injection of holes in the HOMO of the semiconductor and the injection of 
electrons in the LUMO level. In our study of ambipolar OFETs with different metal electrodes, 
we have chosen a fixed ratio (1:2) of P3HT to PCBM without any further optimization of the 
device parameter because our main focus is to understand the effect of metal work function and 
injection barrier on the ambipolar operation, and subsequently designing of P-OPV devices from 
P3HT:PCBM blend and dissimilar metal contacts. Figure 4.5 exhibits the output and transfer 
characteristics of ambipolar OFETs with Mg, In and Cr electrode.  
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Figure ‎4.5 Output (I-V) and transfer (I-VG) characteristics of ambipolar OFETs with Mg, In and 
Cr electrodes. 
 
In the left column of Figure 4.5, for p-channel operation the device was negatively biased 
up to -60V with VG varies from 0 to -80V with -20V increments. For the n-channel operation the 
device was positively biased up to 60V with positive VG. Device fabricated from low work 
function metal Mg shows n and p-channel characteristics with better n-channel operation than p-
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channel. For low VG and at high VDS the devices show nonlinear diode like behavior which is 
typical for ambipolar transistor operation due to the presence of both carriers (holes and 
electrons) indicating the formation of a p-n junction in the channel region. The p-channel 
enhancement and n-channel enhancement mode occur above VG=-20V and +40V, respectively. 
Below these voltages the other charge carries in the channel dominates.  
The transfer characteristics of the same device is shown in right column in Figure 4.5 
which indicates the positive and negative carrier accumulation at voltages -20V and +40V. 
Device fabricated from In electrode shows well balanced n and p-channel characteristics though 
there are some non-ohmic contact resistance features at low VDS for both p and n-channel. This 
current behavior is similar for both carriers and symmetrical around the VDS=0 V point. 
Although energy barrier between work function of Mg and In with HOMO level of P3HT (1.2 
eV and 0.8 eV) is greater than that for electron injection (0.5 eV and 0.1 eV), the hole currents 
are still sufficiently large to support ambipolar performance. Device fabricated with Cr electrode 
makes almost similar energy difference (0.4 eV and 0.3eV) with HOMO level of P3HT and 
LUMO level of PCBM and hence shows symmetrical output characteristics in the electron and 
hole enhancement mode. In contrast, device made with Al electrodes represented in figure 4.6 
shows better n-channel performance with current saturation than p-channel because the work 
function of Al is much closer to the LUMO level of PCBM than HOMO level of P3HT.  
Figure 4.6 represents the ambipolar operation of the devices fabricated from Al, Cu, and 
Ag electrodes. Although the work function of Ag electrode is much closer to the LUMO level 
(0.06 eV) of PCBM compared to that  that of HOMO level of P3HT (0.64 eV) but it does not 
show good n-type operation  and current behavior is asymmetrical around VDS = 0V with much 
higher current in p-channel mode than n channel.  This might be due to the formation of interface 
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dipole at the Ag surface which increases the injection barrier for electron due to the rapid 
oxidation of Ag. For Cu electrode the injection barriers are about the same (0.3eV and 0.4 eV) 
for both carriers and hence it shows symmetrical p and n-channel characteristics. 
 
 
Figure ‎4.6 Output (I-V) in left column and transfer (I-VG) characteristics in right column of 
ambipolar OFETs with Al, Cu and Ag electrodes. 
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In order to investigate the effect of high injection barrier on the performance of ambipolar 
OFETs we have also fabricated P3HT/PCBM OFETs from Au and Pt electrode where both metal 
have very large injection barrier (0.9 and 1.2 eV) with PCBM. It has been reported previously 
that on clean gold surfaces, PCBM can form a strong interface dipole layer and can significantly 
reduce the injection barrier for electron and shows good n type characteristics. But in blend 
solution the PCBM shows a huge injection barrier for electron in to LUMO level of PCBM and 
shows nonlinear behavior. Figure 4.7(a) and (b) show the output characteristics of ambipolar 
OFETs with Au and Pt electrodes, the Figure also shows the transfer characteristics measured 
from the same device. Since the injection barrier of holes is much lower than that of electron for 
both Au and Pt devices, the FET behavior shows dominantly p-channel characteristics and the n-
channel shows severely non-ohmic behavior due to the formation of shottky barrier for electron 
injection into the P3HT/PCBM blend. Such non-ohmic behavior is consistent with the metal 
organic contact when the injection barrier is higher than 0.3-0.5eV. 
Although it is not straight forward to directly measure the injection barrier from the 
performance of ambipolar OFETs but one can indirectly estimate this information from the 
ohmic and non-ohmic behavior of the transistor output and transfer characteristics with enhanced 
electron or hole transport. Our observation of ambipolar OFETs with different metal contacts 
leads us to the conclusion that injection barrier for both holes and electrons lies ~ 0.3 < φ<1 eV 
range shows balanced p and n channel characteristics with current behavior similar for both 
carriers and is symmetrical around VDS=0V. In addition, the injection barrier of ~1 eV or more 
shows severe contact resistance which leads to highly nonlinearity in the OFET output 
characteristics. 
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Figure ‎4.7 Output (I-V) and transfer (I-VG) characteristics of ambipolar OFETs with Au and Pt 
that have high barrier injection with PCBM. 
 
The calculated saturation electron and hole mobilities for OFET with P3HT:PCBM blend 
with different metal contacts are summarized in Figure 4.8. We observe no trend for the hole 
mobilities with increasing the work function; however, electron mobilities decreasing when 
increasing the work function. The examined OFET devices exhibit electron mobilities in the rage 
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of 8x10
-3
 to 4x10
-4
 cm
2
/Vs and hole mobilities in the range of 1.2x10
-2
 to 2x10
-4
 cm
2
/Vs 
depending on the metal work function. Au with lowest barrier height with HOMO level of P3HT 
has shown the highest hole mobility of 1.2x10
-2
 cm
2
/Vs. On the other hand, electron mobility of 
~ 1×10
-3
 cm
2
/Vs was calculated for the metals with almost matching work function to LUMO 
level of PCBM: Al, Ag, Ti. On the other hand, Au, Pt, and Pd showed the lowest electron 
mobility because of their high injection barrier with LUMO level of PCBM. 
The values of electron and hole mobilities for P3HT/PCBM blend are lower than the 
values extracted from pristine P3HT and PCBM due to the charge screening effect from either 
component which affects the charge transport. Those values however give a closer picture to the 
expected values in the P-OPV device made from P3HT/PCBM blend. Because of the 
recombination process in the P-OPV device, the mobility is expected to decrease from the values 
of OFET devices. 
 
 
Figure ‎4.8 Mobility as a function of different metal work function of (a) Holes and (b) Electrons 
for P3HT/PCBM (1:2) OFETs. 
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4.3 Conclusions 
In conclusion, we have reported on the fabrication of OFETs using pristine P3HT and 
PCBM and a 1:2 ratio blend of both materials from different metal contacts. A range of metal 
from low work function to high work function was selected to find out the ambipolar FET 
properties. The results show a clear evidence of injection barrier effects on the performance of 
the devices. All the resulting OFET devices with P3HT/PCBM blend exhibit electron mobilities 
in the range of 8x10
-3
 to 6x10
-4
 cm
2
/Vs and hole mobilities of 1x10
-2
 to 3.3x10
-4
 cm
2
/Vs 
depending on the various metal contact. This makes these metals possible candidates to be used 
as electrodes in a P-OPV because they show balanced hole and electron mobilities. Au with high 
on current and hole mobility can be used as anode (hole extractor) in the planar organic 
photovoltaic device while metals such as In, Cr, and Ti with a reasonable electron mobility can 
be used as a cathode (electron extractor). We have also found that Al, Mg, Ag have shown a 
threshold voltage which can be a result of the rapid oxidation of these materials which make 
them undesired electrode materials in the planar organic photovoltaic device. Our results from 
this study demonstrate the importance of contact metal effect on device performance and 
potential application of different metal electrode towards the design of planar photovoltaic 
devices. 
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CHAPTER 5: INFLUENCE OF CATHODE MATERIAL, CHANNEL 
LENGTH, AND ACTIVE LAYER THICKNESS ON THE 
PERFORMANCE OF PLANAR ORGANIC PHOTOVOLTAIC DEVICE  
5.1 Introduction 
Since organic photovoltaics is considered as a relatively new technology [
197
, 
198
], the 
understanding of the OPV device operation is still developing and rapidly improving. 
Developing an understanding of the physics of the OPV device including its parameters is crucial 
to improve engineering and performance of the devices. One of the goals of this work is to help 
establish this understanding. While the current vertical OPV device structure is limited by the 
need of a transparent metal oxide electrode, mostly ITO, and the inseparable relation between the 
active material thickness and the electrodes separation, the utilize of planar organic photovoltaic 
device (P-OPV) opens up the opportunity to choose verity of metallic materials as electrodes and 
the light can be directly shinned on the active material with no need to pass through a transparent 
electrode (ITO). In addition, active layer thickness and the electrodes separation (channel length) 
can be independently varied to investigate the effect of the absorption and the charge transport 
on the P-OPV device performance. The recent studies that utilized the P-OPV device have 
shown a low device performance [
199
, 
200
, 
201
]; and so far the role of the electrodes work-
functions, electrodes separation, and the film thickness in planar structure have not been 
investigated.  The reasons for poor device performance of planar devices in these studies can be 
the use of 1) improper electrodes combination, 2) non optimized channel length, 3) non 
optimized film thickness, and 4) non optimized blending ratio.  
In this chapter, we focus on studying the P-OPV device using BHJ active material poly 
(3-hexylthiophene) and [6,6]-phenyl C61-butyric acid methylester (P3HT:PCBM). We fix Au as 
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the anode and alternate the cathode to Al, Mg, Ag, In, Cr or Ti metal to study the effect of the 
contacts work-function on the device performance. For the optimized set of electrodes Au/Cr and 
Au/Ti we report the effect of independently varying the active layer thickness and channel length 
on the device characteristic parameters (Isc, Voc, FF, and PCE). 
 
5.2 Results and Discussions 
All of the devices discussed in this chapter are fabricated as described in chapter 3 using 
the two steps e-beam lithography technique. The P3HT/PCBM (1:2 ratio) spun coated with 
different thicknesses (50, 100, 150, and 200 nm). Thicknesses were determined by AFM. The 
channel length was varied as L= 0.24, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8, 1, and 3 µm. I-V curves for all P-OPV 
devices were extracted under illumination of 100 mW/cm
2
.  
In this chapter we investigate the PV behavior in three main sections. In the first section 
we measure the photovoltaic behavior for P-OPV devices with Au anode and (Mg, Ag, or Al) as 
cathode. Then, the PV behavior of Au/In, Au/Cr, and Au/Ti P-OPV devices will be discussed, 
and finally the effect of varying the active layer thickness and the channel length independently 
on the P-OPV with Au/Cr and Au/Ti electrodes will be discussed. 
Figure 5.1 (a) shows the schematic diagram of the (P-OPV), where cathode and anode are 
in-plane with a P3HT/PCBM BHJ blend active material. Figure 5.1 (b) shows optical image of 
the P-OPV devices fabricated by two steps electron beam lithography with clear gap (channel 
length) between two electrodes. One of the advantages of utilizing P-OPV device structure is 
flexibility of choosing the electrodes with no constrain to be transparent. However, in order to 
achieve a better OPV device performance and less energy loss at the metal/organic contact, the 
work function of the chosen electrodes should allow efficient charge extraction of holes from the 
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highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) level of P3HT and of electron from the lowest 
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) level of PCBM. Therefore, the work function of the hole 
extractor electrode should match the HOMO level of the P3HT and for the electron extractor 
electrode the work function should match the LUMO level of the PCBM. 
 
 
Figure ‎5.1 (a) Schematic diagram of the P-OPV device with fixed anode (Au). (b) The optical 
image of 6 P-OPV devices fabricated by standard electron beam lithography with clear 
separation between two electrodes showed in zoomed in image. (c) Simplified energy level 
diagram of P3HT/PCBM blend with Au-Cr electrodes. 
 
Figure 5.1 (c) shows the schematic energy level diagram of the P3HT/PCBM blend with 
the work function of Au and Cr for solar cell operation as an example to explain how the OPV 
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device works. Au has a small energy difference (0.2 eV) with the HOMO of P3HT for collection 
of holes and Cr has 0.3 eV energy difference with LUMO of PCBM for collection of electrons. 
In organic solar cell operation, the generated photoexcitons dissociate at the interface of the 
P3HT and PCBM and followed immediately by electron transfer to PCBM and holes to P3HT 
[
202
]. Because of the internal electric field created by asymmetric Au and Cr electrode in the 
active layer under short circuit condition the separated holes and electrons move toward the 
respective electrodes through the potential drop without any bias voltage. As a result, a current 
passes in the device and photovoltaic behavior is observed. 
 
5.2.1 PV characteristics for Al, Mg, and Ag cathode materials 
Figure 5.2 shows the schematic energy level diagrams of the HOMO and LUMO of 
P3HT and PCBM with respect to the different metal work functions to show the corresponding 
electron and hole injection barrier height. Based on this, Au (φ=5.1eV) was selected and fixed to 
be efficient contact for hole extraction electrode because of the low barrier height with HOMO 
level of P3HT. In addition, Au has shown a high current and hole mobility in the p-channel in 
OFET device (Chapter 4). On the other hand, Mg, Ag, Al, In, Cr and Ti were chosen to be 
candidates for electron extraction electrode because the values of their work functions lie around 
the LUMO level of PCBM and showed reasonable electron mobility values in the OFET study. 
The experimental results on varying the electrodes work function by varying the cathode 
material between Al, Mg, and Ag are presented in Figure 5.3. The PV behavior investigations 
were carried out for twenty of devices for each set of electrodes. Figure 5.3 (a) shows the I-V 
characteristics for P-OPV device with Au/Al set of electrodes and P3HT/PCBM active material. 
For this device, neither diode-like behavior under dark nor photovoltaic behavior under 
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illumination was exhibited. As can be seen in Figure 5.3 (b) and (c) no PV behavior was found 
under illumination for P-OPV devices with Au/Mg and Au/Ag set of electrodes as well. 
 
 
Figure ‎5.2 Energy levels of cathode contact metals to the right with respect to the LUMO level of 
PCBM where the electron injection will be from. To the left is the work function of the gold with 
respect to HOMO level of P3HT where the hole injection will be from. 
 
 
 
Figure ‎5.3 Output characteristics for planar device with structure (a) Au/P3HT:PCBM/Al (b) 
Au/P3HT:PCBM/Ag and (c) Au/P3HT:PCBM/Mg. Light is 100 mW/cm
2
.  
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The reason for not showing PV behavior by the P-OPV device with the structure 
Au/P3HTPCBM/Al even though Al has a low barrier height with LUMO of PCBM and has 
shown a reasonable value of hole and electron mobilities might be the rapid oxidation of the Al 
at the interface with P3HT:PCBM. The oxidation of the Al creates an oxide layer that acts as 
insulator at the interface with the active material blocking the charges from being extracted. In 
order to understand this behavior we should examine in depth the OFET device with structure 
Al/P3HT:PCBM/Al that was fabricated and measured in Chapter 4. The output measurement for 
this device that is presented in Figure 5.4 shows high threshold voltage (voltage where current 
starts passing in the device) around 25 V in both P-type and n-type behavior supporting the 
creation of large barrier at the interface with P3HT:PCBM. This behavior is usually seen in 
metal/insulator/semiconductor (MIS) system which supports the creation of AlO2 layer that acts 
as an insulator layer.  
 
 
Figure ‎5.4 Output characteristics for OFET devices made from Al/P3HT:PCBM/Al,  
Ag/P3HT:PCBM/Ag, and Mg/P3HT:PCBM/Mg in (a) n-type channel and (b) p-type channel. 
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The same explanation for not showing PV behavior is also applicable for the P-OPV 
devices with the structures Au/P3HT:PCBM/Ag and Au/P3HT:PCBM/Mg because Ag and Mg 
share the rapid oxidation property with Al. The output measurements for Ag/P3HT:PCBM/Ag 
and Mg/P3HT:PCBM/Mg FET devices shown in Figure 5.4 indicate a formation of oxide 
interfacial layer that prevented the extraction of the charges leading to no PV behavior for these 
P-OPV devices. As we can see, a threshold voltage about ~ 20 V is observed for the Ag 
electrodes in the n-channel while a ~ 35 V threshold voltage is observed for the Mg electrodes in 
the n-channel. In addition, both contacts show threshold voltage in p-type behavior which 
prevents holes from being extracted in the PV device. 
 
5.2.2 P-OPV devices with In, Cr, Ti cathode materials: Effect of varying contact 
work function 
Planar organic photovoltaic (P-OPV) devices discussed in this subsection were fabricated 
with Au as an anode and In, Cr, or Ti as cathode. Before going any further in the discussion, I 
should mention here the difference in calculating PCE value between the Planar and vertical 
OPV devices. The standard equation of calculating PCE is given by: 
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Where the power input is in mW/cm
2
 and the short circuit current density is: 
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In vertical OPV device where Ailluminated = Across-section (see Figure 5.5 (a)), the PCE standard 
equation 5.1 becomes: 
 
%100(%) 


input
scoc
power
JVFF
PCE      (5.3) 
 
 
Figure ‎5.5 Definition of the illuminated and cross-section areas in (a) vertical OPV device, and 
(b) P-OPV device. ―t‖ is the film thickness. 
 
In the P-OPV device, Ailluminated  Across-section as shown in Figure 5.5 (b), 
 
                                                                        (5.4) 
                       (5.5) 
 
Where, l is the channel length, W is the channel width, and t is the film thickness 
(height).   
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Because the two areas are different in the planar device, then the standard PCE equation 
5.1 becomes: 
 
%100(%) 



WLpower
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PCE
input
scoc      (5.6) 
 
 The difference in calculating PCE in the two device structures is that in vertical structure 
Jsc value is needed while in planar the Isc value is used.  
Figure 5.6 (a), (b), and (c) show the I-V characteristics in the dark condition for the P-
OPV devices with Au/In, Au/Cr, and Au/Ti electrodes, respectively. The devices with Cr and Ti 
cathodes show rectifying I-V characteristics and exhibits diode like I-V behavior which can be 
attributed to the formation of Schottky barriers (SB) at the metal/polymer contact. The dark 
current or the diode-like behavior for these devices can be characterized by two parameters: (i) 
current rectification which is the ratio between the maximum forward bias current (on-current) to 
the maximum reverse bias current, (ii) the ideality factor ―n‖ that can be extracted from the slope 
of the exponential curve in the forward bias by rearranging Equation 2.1 to be: 
 
  
 
  
 
  
 ln  
      (5.7) 
 
The importance of these parameters is that they reflect the rectification behavior of the 
donor-acceptor heterojunctions. Low rectification is related to ideality factor value greater than 
one. In addition, the value of large ―n‖ indicates high recombination and charge traps in the 
active material. 
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Figure ‎5.6 I-V characteristics under dark condition for of P-OPV device with structure (a) 
Au/P3HT:PCBM/In, (b)  Au/P3HT:PCBM/Cr and (c) Au/P3HT:PCBM/Ti. I-V cherctristics 
under light for P-OPV device with structure (d) Au/P3HT:PCBM/In, (e) Au/P3HT:PCBM/Cr 
and (f) Au/P3HT:PCBM/Ti. Light is 100 mW/cm
2
 and active material thickness=200 nm and 
channel width W= 100 µm. 
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P-OPV devices started to exhibit photovoltaic behavior when In was used as cathode 
material. Figure 5.6 (d) shows the I-V characteristics for the Au/P3HT:PCBM/In P-OPV device 
under 100 mW/cm
2
 illumination. As can be seen, a small short circuit current ~ 0.12 nA and Voc 
value ~ 0.15 V were measured which led to a small FF ~ 0.25 and PCE value ~ 0.04% using 
Equations 5.6:  
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Due to this low device performance, no further study conducted using In material. Figure 
5.6 (e) shows the I-V characteristics of the best device performance using Cr as cathode with L = 
0.24 µm and W = 100 µm under 100 mW/cm
2
 illumination. The device shows PV effect with 
short circuit current of Isc = 7.3 nA and Voc = 0.27 V. The fill factor of this device is estimated to 
be about 0.27 which leads to a PCE value of 2.25%. In comparison with device performance 
with In and Cr cathode materials, a better PV behavior was observed when Ti metal was used as 
a cathode electrode. Figures 5.6 (f) shows output characteristics under illumination for P-OPV 
device with Au/P3HT:PCBM/Ti structure with L= 300 nm. The Figure shows the best PV 
behavior in this work with Voc= 0.4 V, Isc= 11.4 nA, and FF= 0.34 leading to PCE value 4.75%. 
The performance of Au/Cr or Au/Ti devices is better than reported for planar OPV device that 
were fabricated with large channel length up to 1 mm, Au/Al or Ca electrodes, and 1:1 ratio with 
a maximum PCE value of 0.6% [
203
, 
204
]. Here, we consider the better device performance is due 
to using different set of electrodes Au/Cr and Au/Ti with P3HT/PCBM 1:2 ratio in addition to a 
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smaller channel lengths 0.24 and 0.3 µm. Furthermore, the PCE values of 2.25% and 4.75% are 
comparable to the reported values for vertical OPV devices structured without using any 
injection (buffer) layers between the electrodes and the P3HT:PCBM layer PCE ~ 0.9 – 4 % 
[
205
,
206
, 
207
, 
208
, 
209
, 
210
, 
211
, 
212
]. The P-OPV devices in this work were fabricated without using 
any buffer layers that are usually used in the vertical structure to enhance the injection of the 
carriers at the respective electrodes [
213
, 
214
, 
215
, 
216
]. For the common vertical OPV device 
fabricated from P3HT:PCBM and injection layers, higher PCE values were reported about 5% 
[
217
, 
218
, 
219
].  
Table 5.1 below summarizes the extracted values of current rectification, n, the series 
(Rs), shunt (RSH) resistances, and the characteristic parameters for the three P-OPV devices with 
In, Cr, and Ti cathode materials. (Rs) and (RSH) were calculated by Equations 2.2 and 2.3. 
 
Table 1 The effect of cathode material in P-OPV device on the device parameters 
Parameter Au/P3HT:PCBM/In Au/P3HT:PCBM/Cr Au/P3HT:PCBM/Ti 
Current rectification 0.9 6.89 101 
Ideality factor (n) 7.74 3.87 2.76 
Rs (Ω.cm
2
) 200 100 33.3 
RSH (Ω.cm
2
) 180 220 689.7 
Isc (nA) 0.12 7.3 11.4 
Voc (V) 0.15 0.27 0.4 
FF 0.25 0.27 0.34 
PCE (%) 0.04 2.25 4.75 
 
The reported Voc values for the three P-OPV devices 0.15, 0.26, and 0.4 V are 
substantially lower than the ideal Voc values which is the difference between the HOMO and 
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LUMO levels of P3HT:PCBM ~ 0.7 V. This low Voc value can be attributed to the large 
interfacial energy barrier between In, Cr, Ti electrodes and P3HT:PCBM. The interfacial energy 
barrier can be attributed to the low resistance of In and Cr to corrosion which creates an oxide 
layer at the cathode/P3HT:PCBM interface [
220
]. In addition, large energy barrier can be as a 
result of not using any injection layers that lowers this barrier and enhances the charge injection 
at the interface. The effect of the interfacial energy barrier is evident from large series resistance 
values (Rs) ~ 200 Ω.cm
2
 and 100 Ω.cm2 for P-OPV device with In and Cr as cathode, 
respectively. This value decreased to 33 Ω.cm2 when Ti used as cathode which is known for its 
strong corrosion resistance. Studies have shown that increasing recombination rate and charge 
traps in the active layer can decrease Voc value [
221
]. In addition, the low value of RSH ~ 180 
Ω.cm2 for In cathode indicates a large lost current due to the recombination. This value of RSH 
increased to ~ 690 Ω.cm2 when the cathode was changed to Ti reflecting a less recombination in 
the device. Moreover, the high value of ―n‖ about ~ 7 for the P-OPV device with In cathode also 
supports the high recombination rate in the device while this value was less for Cr and Ti 
cathodes. Furthermore, the fill factor values 0.25, 0.26, and 0.34 for In, Cr, and Ti, respectively 
are lower than those typical reported values for vertical OPV devices between 0.48-0.69 [
222
]. 
For vertical PV devices low FF has been reported as a result of the absence of injection layers at 
the electrode which results in lower RSH and higher Rs values. In the planar device geometry 
reported in this work, the low FF can be attributed to higher injection barriers due to the absence 
of injection layers, resulting in higher Rs ~ 200 Ω.cm
2
 for In cathode. When comparing with 
reported values for vertical structure less than 100 Ω. cm2 [223, 224], Rs values for In and Cr 
cathodes are higher and for Ti cathode it is falling in the same range.  
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It clear from the data summarized in table 1 that the variation of the cathode material 
affects the characteristic parameters because the work-function value of the cathode determines 
the barrier at the interface with the active layer which leads to a variation in the device 
parameters. Ti metal with work function of 4.3 eV makes the energy difference between the 
work function and LUMO of PCBM lower when comparing with Cr metal which leads to a less 
energy lost and contributes to increasing Voc from 0.27 for Cr to 0.4 for Ti. Also, 4.3 eV value of 
work-function for Ti matches the LUMO level of PCBM which creates an ohmic contact thus 
less energy lost at the interface and more charges extraction. In addition, Ti is more stable metal 
comparing to Al, Ag, Mg, In, and Cr because of its excellent resistance to corrosion which 
enhances the interface with P3HT:PCBM material. Hence, Au with Ti electrodes combination 
showed better photovoltaic behavior. The presented results in this section have shown that when 
the work function of the cathode electrode is varied the characteristic parameters of the device 
change depending on the barrier hight difference between the work function and LUMO of 
PCBM. 
 
5.2.3 Bimolecular recombination in Au/Cr P-OPV device 
An important issue that can limit the and affect the values of OPV cell’s parameters (Isc, 
Voc, and FF) is the amount and the type of the carrier’s recombination in the active material. Two 
types of recombination that can occur in the P3HT:PCBM active layer: (i) the monomolecular 
recombination resulted from defect or charge traps in the layer, and (ii) bimolecular 
recombination as a result of unbalanced hole and electron mobilities. It has been shown 
previously that for polymer based solar cell because of a large difference in electron and hole 
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mobilities a space-charge limited (SCL) photocurrent occurs at high input light intensity due to 
an unbalanced charge transport which can be described by: 
 
           
     
 
 
       
    
       (5.8)  
 
Where G is the generation rate of the free carriers and µ is the mobility of the slowest 
carrier which is hole in this organic BHJ materials. This SCL current results in a bimolecular 
recombination because of the unbalanced holes and electrons mobilities that leads to a low FF 
and Voc. Several authors have reported that Isc is proportional to    
  where Pin is the power input 
and the power ―s‖ is ranging from 0.75 in case of SCL current (bimolecular recombination) to 
1.0 for SC free current (monomolecular recombination). In order to determine the exponent s for 
our P-OPV we measured the values for Isc at different light intensities (25, 50, 75, and 100 
mW/cm
2
) for the P-OPV device with structure Au/P3HT:PCBM/Cr with L=0.24 µm (see figure 
5.7).  
 
 
Figure ‎5.7 Short circuit current as a function of the power input. The fitting equation is used to 
extract the exponent s that defines the type of recombination in the P-OPV device. 
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We found that with increasing light intensity the short circuit current increases due to the 
generation of large number of excitons. When fitting theses data (ISC vs. Pin) to the best power 
trend curve, we found the exponent s to be ~0.73. This is a clear indication of a bimolecular 
recombination in the P-OPV devices resulted from a SCL current which explains the low Voc and 
FF achieved in this work. In order to reduce the amount of this recombination to insure an 
increase in the FF and Voc values, an injection layer at the organic/metal interface should be 
introduce. Here, in this work we didn’t use any injection layer; however, this will be considered 
in future work. 
 
5.2.4 The effect of channel length on the P-OPV device performance 
By utilizing the planar structure, P-OPV devices with structures Au/P3HT:PCBM/Cr and 
Au/P3HT:PCBM/Ti with five different channel lengths, L = 0.24, 0.5, 0.8, 1, and 3 µm were 
fabricated with 20 devices for each L with a different active material thicknesses 50, 100, 150, 
and 200 nm in order to address the effect of the separation between the electrodes (channel 
length) on the device performance. Figure 5.8 (a) shows the I-V characteristics of five individual 
P-OPV devices with the different channel lengths for devices with Cr as cathode and a film 
thickness = 200 nm; all the devices showed PV behavior and the measured devices resulted in 
efficiencies ranging from lowest 0.08 % for L= 3 µm to a maximum value 2.25 % for L=0.24 
µm. The variation of Isc and PCE values as a function of the channel length at the four different 
film thicknesses are summarized in figure 3(b) and 3(c), respectively. As shown in the figures, 
highest Isc and PCE values are observed for the high thickness 200 nm. At that thickness, with 
the decrease of L from 3 µm to 0.24 µm the average value of PCE increases from 0.1 % to 2 % 
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and the Isc values followed the same behavior of increasing. Voc and FF values were the same for 
all the devices with different channel lengths about 0.27 V and 0.26, respectively.  
 
 
Figure ‎5.8 The devices structures are Au/P3HT:PCBM/Cr in (a, b, c) and Au/P3HT:PCBM/Ti in 
(d, e, f). (a) an (d) I-V characteristics for different channel length obtained from P3HT:PCBM 
solar cell under incident intensity of  1 Sun at thickness t= 200 nm. (b) and (e) Average values of 
Isc as function of channel length for the four film thickness of 50, 100, 150, and 200 nm. (c) and 
(f) Variation of average PCE values as a function of channel length for the four film thickness of 
50, 100, 150, and 200 nm.  
 
For Au/P3HT:PCBM/Ti P-OPV device, a better device performance was achieved. 
Figure 5.8 (d) displays the I-V curves for the P-OPV devices with the different channel lengths at 
a fixed film thickness 200 nm. Voc about 0.4 V didn’t change with varying the channel length 
and Isc increased from 3.8 nA to 11.2 nA with decreasing the channel length from 3 µm to 0.3 
µm. The comprehensive results of Isc and PCE values as a function of the channel length (L) at 
the four different film thicknesses are summarized in figure 5.8 (e) and (f), respectively. As 
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shown in the figures, average PCE value increases from about 0.3% to 3.75% with the decrease 
of L from 3 µm to 0.3 µm for the film thickness 200 nm. The Isc and PCE values also exhibited 
the same behavior at other film thicknesses. 
As the channel length decreases the carrier’s diffusion length (   ) increases as given in 
the equation [
225
]: 
     
        
 
     (5.9) 
 
Where, µ is the mobility, τ is the recombination life time, V is the applied voltage, and 
    is the build in potential between the two electrodes. Typically, µ is in order of 10
-3
 cm
2
/V.S 
for P3HT:PCBM system and τ is microsecond range [226]. Considering these values, the     
 
         
 
. Decreasing L from 3 µm to 0.24 µm (almost one order of magnitude) increases the 
diffusion length by an order of magnitude to approximately 10
-5
 cm. This increase of the 
diffusion length reduces the recombination rate at the short channel lengths, and it increases (   ) 
as given in [
227
]: 
                     (5.10) 
 
As a result, we consider that the short circuit current increases for the short channel 
lengths because of the greater chance for the electron and hole to reach the cathode and anode 
before they recombine and hence improves the charge collection and increases PCE. The results 
in both P-OPV device structures with Cr or Ti as cathode material clearly illustrate that short 
channel length provides better PV device performance with higher PCE value. In addition, Voc 
and FF didn’t change for the different channel lengths. 
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5.2.5 The effect of active layer thickness on the P-OPV device performance 
Another advantage of utilizing the planar structure is the ability to increase the active 
material thickness while keeping the channel length fixed which cannot be achieved in the 
vertical structure. In order to address only the importance of the active layer thickness on the P-
OPV device performance, more than 100 devices were fabricated with four different thicknesses, 
50, 100, 150 and 200 nm of P-OPV device with Cr and Ti as cathode materials. Figure 5.9 (a) 
represents the I-V characteristics of the Au/P3HT:PCBM/Cr devices with channel length L = 
0.24 µm under dark and illuminated condition of 100 mW/cm
2
 with varying the film thickness. 
Figures 5.9 (b) shows the average values of the measured Isc as a function of film thickness for 
the five different channel lengths under an illumination of 100 mW/cm
2
. Isc values of the devices 
increases linearly with increasing the film thickness. For the fixed L= 0.24 µm Average Isc 
increases from as low as 1 nA for the device with active layer thickness ~ 50 nm to 7.2 nA for 
the thickness ~ 200 nm. The same linear behavior is exhibited at the other channel lengths. The 
averaged data for PCE as a function of film thickness for the five channel lengths are shown in 
Figure 5.9 (c). PCE follows the same behavior as for Isc, when increasing the film thickness the 
average efficiency increases up to 2% for the film thickness 200 nm and L= 0.24 µm.  
For the P-OPV device with Au/P3HT:PCBM/Ti structure, the PV behaviors over a range 
of film thicknesses (50, 100, 150, and 200 nm) for a the five different channel lengths were 
depicted. Figure 5.9 (d) shows the I-V characteristics for the four film thicknesses at a fixed L= 
0.3 µm. Voc of 0.4 and FF of 0.34 didn’t change with thickness variation. However, Isc increased 
for higher film thicknesses because of the fact that absorption path is higher for higher 
thicknesses which increases the charge generation and hence the current. Figures 5.9 (e) and (f) 
present the Isc values PCE values with varying the film thickness for the five different channel 
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lengths, respectively. A linear relation between PCE and increasing the thickness can be seen for 
all channel lengths. The highest PCE for L=300 nm is about 4.75% was achieved at the highest 
thickness= 200nm. For all channel lengths studied in this work, Isc and PCE values are linearly 
dependant on the thickness. We also notice for the different channel lengths, a smaller variation 
in the value of Isc and PCE for the film thickness 50 nm in comparison with wide variation of 
these values at the large film thickness 200 nm. We attribute the small variation at the low film 
thickness to the low carriers’ generation at that thickness which results in a small value of Isc 
which reduces the effect of the channel length. 
 
 
Figure ‎5.9 I-V characteristics for 4 different thicknesses, 50, 100, 150, and 200 nm under 
intensity of 1 Sun for (a) Cr cathode L= 240 nm and (d) for Ti cathode L= 300 nm. Average 
values of Isc as function of active layer thickness for different channel lengths for (b) Cr cathode 
and (e) Ti cathode. Variation of average PCE values as a function of active layer thickness for (c) 
Cr cathode and (f) Ti cathode. 
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It is clearly shown from the above results that with increasing thickness Isc increases. The 
increase of Isc can be attributed due to the increased in absorption path length in thicker 
P3HT/PCBM films which is related to the photon absorption [
228
]. As a result of higher photon 
absorption, the carriers’ generation is increased resulting in an increase in Isc value. It is reported 
that based on the band-gap energy of P3HT ~1.85 ev, P3HT/PCBM blended material can absorb 
at the best 27% of the photon flux available in the solar spectrum (                 ).  This 
leads to                   photons absorbed in the P3HT/PCBM layer if the entire incident 
light is absorbed in the active layer. However, an attenuation of the incident light occurs in the 
P3HT/PCM layer depending on the thickness of the layer. For a P3HT/PCBM active layer with a 
thickness (t= 200 nm), the attenuation factor or the transmittance (T) can be calculated by Beer’s 
Law    
 
  
      where   and    is the emergent and incedent intensities, respectively, and α 
is the absorption coefficient about         for P3HT/PCBM. The calculated T was 13.5%, 
meaning that 86.5% of the incident intensity is absorbed in the 200 nm P3HT:PCBM layer. 
Therefore, the estimated number of photons absorbed is ~              which also can be 
considered as the surface generation rate, assuming the best case scenario of charge generation 
where each photon creates one exciton. For the 200 nm P3HT/PCBM layer the volume 
generation rate G is
             
      
               . This estimated generation value is 
falling in the reported values [
229
]. Considering this amount of charge generation, the current 
density value can be estimated by using           with         
    for the channel 
length L=0.24 µm. The calculated current density was          
  . Finally, the estimated Isc 
value considering the best case scenario of charge generation and for thickness ~200 nm and 
L=0.24 µm was calculated to be 16.6 nA using: 
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This estimated Isc value is falling in the same range of Isc value of the P-OPV device with 
Au/Cr electrodes ~7.2 nA and Au/Ti electrodes ~ 12 nA. The estimated value is higher because 
we assumed the best case scenario of charge generations and we did not take in consideration the 
space charge limited current effect which usually reduces the value of the current. In general, the 
presented linear behavior of Isc as a function of film thickness in this work does not follow the 
same relation as for vertical devices were an oscillatory dependence on the thickness was 
reported with optimum thickness values around 60 nm and 160 nm [
230
, 
231
, 
232
]. 
 
5.3 Conclusion 
In conclusion, in this chapter we have studied planer organic photovoltaic device which 
allows the freedom of electrodes choice and independent control over the active layer thickness 
and the channel length which allows us to study the effect of varying those parameters. Al, Mg, 
and Ag cathode materials showed no photovoltaic behavior. On the other hand, when varying the 
work function of the cathode material by varying the contact material to In, Cr, or Ti, P-OPV 
devices showed PV behavior. Low characteristic parameters were observed for In cathode while 
a better device performance achieved for Cr and Ti cathodes because of their matching work-
function to the LUMO of PCBM. Furthermore, we were able to study the effect of independently 
varying the channel length and the film thickness. We showed that the average value of PCE 
increases from 0.1 % to 2 % for PV device with Au/Cr electrodes, and from 0.28 % to 3.75 % for 
PV device with Au/Ti electrodes with decreasing channel length from 3 µm to 0.24 µm at a fixed 
film thickness 200 nm. On the other hand with increasing film thickness from 50 nm to 200 nm 
for a fixed channel length of 0.24 µm, average PCE linearly increases from 0.3% to 2 % and 
from 0.78% to 3.75 % for Au/Cr and Au/Ti respectively. Voc and FF values were not affected by 
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varying the channel length or the thickness; however, their values were different for different 
cathode materials. The results indicate that work function of the contact materials can affect the 
characteristic parameters of the PV device. In addition, a control of the active layer thickness and 
electrode separation can improve the device performance by absorbing maximum photons as 
well as optimization of electrode separation for optimum charge carrier mobility which is not 
possible in present sandwich based design. Further device improvement can be achieved by 
reducing the channel length and increasing thickness as well as choosing different sets of metal 
electrodes and by engineering the polymer-electrodes interfaces through adding injection layers. 
In addition, the results provide a step forward to help design an ITO free PV device by the use of 
planar structure. 
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CHAPTER 6: VALIDATION OF THE AREA CALCULATION IN THE 
PLANAR PHOTOVOLTAIC STRUCTURE  
6.1 Introduction 
 As the performance of photovoltaic device is evaluated by the value of power 
conversion efficiency, the accuracy of the measurement of this value must be tested and 
maintained [
233
]. One essential parameter that affects the accuracy of measuring and calculating 
PCE is the active device area or the illuminated area. The illuminated area defines the amount of 
power received by the active material and hence the amount of generated carriers. In the 
common vertical OPV device, usually the illuminated area is defined as the area of the top 
contact [
234
]. The accurate determination of the illuminated area is very crucial when calculating 
the short circuit current density (Jsc) which is an important quantity that affects the final value of 
PCE in addition to the open circuit voltage (Voc). To insure an accurate measurement of PCE, it 
is important to correctly determine (Jsc) value. 
 In the planar organic photovoltaic device (P-OPV) where the two electrodes are 
fabricated in plan with each other and the active material is deposited in between, there is no 
upper electrode. In addition, the channel lengths used in this work are comparable or less than 
maximum absorption length of P3HT:PCBM about 500 nm. This makes the definition of the 
illuminated different from the current vertical PV device. Some studies that utilized the planar 
structure have reported the PV device performance using the short circuit current value, and 
made their calculation for the current density using the optical penetration depth ~ 100 nm [
235
]. 
Other group defined the illuminated area as the area of the whole organic film even though it 
covers more area than the device area in between the two electrodes [
236
].   
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In this chapter we present a simple two experimental approaches to proof that the active 
device area in planar photovoltaic structure can be defined as the area enclosed between the two 
electrodes. The first approach is based on the comparison between the Isc and PCE values 
deduced from top light shining on the active material and the back light shining. The second 
approach is about investigating the effect of the electric field parasitic paths and the shinned 
areas that lie outside the channel on the final PCE value. Based on the results of those two 
approaches we propose that the illuminated area in the planar photovoltaic device is the area 
enclosed between the two electrodes. 
 
6.2 Electrodes patterning and device fabrication 
In the first approach, we fabricated P-OPV with (Au, Cr) or (Au, Ti) electrodes as 
described in Ch.3. The difference here is that the electrodes were fabricated on top of SiO2 (100 
nm) /ITO (150 nm) coated substrate; this allows the light to be shinned from the back. An ITO 
layer was needed as a conducting layer for electron beam lithography uses. A cartoon of the 
device design is shown in Figure 6.1. This structure allows us to compare the PCE deduced from 
top illumination versus the one deduced from bottom illumination through the SiO2/ITO 
substrate. Channel length (L) was varied from 0.24 µm to 3 µm and channel width (W) is fixed 
at 100 µm. In the second approach, we patterned the electrodes in two different comb-like shapes 
as shown in Figure 6.2 in addition to the original parallel patterned electrodes. The fabrication 
process is the same as described in Ch.3 on Si/SiO2 substrates. L was fixed to 0.24 µm and W for 
the three patterns was kept at 50 µm. The P3HT/PCBM solution of (1:2) ratio was spun coated 
on top of the fabricated electrodes in both approaches with a thickness of 200 nm. The 
illumination intensity was 100mW/cm
2
 (AM 1.5G). Finally, I-V characteristics were extracted. 
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Figure ‎6.1 Schematic diagram of the bottom light shining experiment set up. Light can be 
shinned from the top as usual for comparison purpose. Incident light was 100mW/cm
2
 
  
 
Figure ‎6.2 Parallel (original) electrodes for P-OPV device. (b) Full comb-shape electrodes for P-
OPV device. (c) Half comb-shape electrodes for P-OPV device. Two different colors are for the 
two different electrodes Au and Cr electrodes. Channel length L=0.24 µm and W=50 µm for the 
three devices. 
 
 
6.3 Defining illuminated area by bottom light shining technique 
The first approach is based on the comparison between the Isc and PCE values deduced 
from top light shining on the active material and the back light shining. The top light shining is 
the usual method used to measure the I-V characteristics of the P-OPV device in this work where 
the device is directly exposed to the light source. Back light shining is where the light from the 
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back of the P-OPV device through SiO2 and ITO layers as in Figure 6.1 above. This way, the 
light only reaches the active layer area between the electrodes and doesn’t reach the active 
material above the electrodes because the electrodes are blocking it. In the top light shining when 
the light is shinned, the charges are generated in the channel and on the top of the electrodes and 
everywhere in the active layer. Those charges can contribute to the current in the channel. On the 
other hand in the back light shining, the electrodes work as light shields preventing the 
generation on top of the electrodes to occur. By comparing between the two methods, we test if 
there is any contribution of the generated charges on top of the electrodes to the channel between 
the electrodes. We should mention that when investigating Isc and PCE values in the two 
methods we take into consideration that the light is attenuated in the back light shining due to the 
non-fully transparent SiO2 and ITO layers. This was shown by measuring the transparency of the 
ITO/SiO2 layers by UV-Vis experiment. 
 
6.3.1 P-OPV devices with Au/Cr electrodes 
  Figure 6.3 (a) shows the schematic of P-OPV device with Au/Cr electrodes on top of 
ITO/SiO2 with L=0.24, 0.5, 0.8, 1, and 3 µm. By studying Figure 6.3 (b) that shows the I-V 
characteristics of the device at different channel lengths for up and bottom light shining, it is 
obvious that Isc decreased when the light was shinned from the bottom of the device. Figure 3 (c) 
and (d) displays the values for the PCE and Isc for both methodes with varying the channel 
length. The highest PCE for this 200nm film thickness was 2.25% for the up light shining, and 
then it decreased to 1.8% for bottom light shining.  
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Figure ‎6.3 (a) schematic of the P-OPV device with Au/P3HT:PCBM(1:2)/Cr structure for the up 
and bottom light shining experiment. (b) I-V characteristics for up and bottom light shining for 
five different channel lengths (c) Isc and (d) PCE behavior with varying channel length for up and 
bottom light shining at 200 nm thickness under 100 mW/cm
2
. 
 
 Isc was decreased from a maximum value of 6.2 nA to 4.8 nA when the active material 
was not directly exposed to the light with a reduction of ~ 22%. Basically, PCE and Isc values for 
all the devices were decreased by ~ 20 to 30% of their original values for all the devices when 
the measurements were taking by shining the light from the bottom of the device through the 
ITO and SiO2 layers. We focus more on the Isc values because of the direct relation with light 
absorption and charge generation and because PCE values were reduced due to the reduction in 
the Isc values. 
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6.3.2 P-OPV devices with Au/Ti electrodes 
We have also fabricated P-OPV devices on top of ITO/SiO2 with Au/Ti electrodes to 
reproduce the achieved results using Au/Cr electrodes. Figure 6.4 (a) shows the I-V 
characteristics of devices with L= 0.3 - 3 µm for up and bottom light shining. A reduction in Isc 
occurred for bottom shining where Voc did not change about 0.4 V. Figure 6.4 (b) and (c) 
compares the Isc and PCE values between up and bottom measurement for the different channel 
lengths. 
 
 
Figure ‎6.4 (a) I-V characteristics for up and bottom light shining (b) I-V characteristics for top 
light shining (c) PCE and (d) Isc behavior with varying channel length compared between up and 
bottom light shining at 200 nm thickness under 100 mW/cm
2
 incident light for 
Au/P3HT:PCBM(1:2)/Ti devices. 
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A reduction of Isc and PCE values of 30-40% was observed for all the channel lengths 
when the light was shinned from the bottom through ITO/SiO2 layers. For L=0.3 µm Isc 
decreased from 12.7 nA for up light shining to 8 nA for bottom light shining and PCE decreased 
from 4.7% to 3% accordingly. This reduction in Isc and PCE values proves that part of the energy 
and photons are lost when shining the light through the bottom of the P-OPV device. We will 
prove next that part of lost energy is due to the attenuation of the light through the SiO2 and ITO 
layer in the bottom light shining case. 
 
6.3.3 Light attenuation effect 
We have noticed that Isc and PCE value are higher for top light shining comparing to the 
bottom light shining where the light travels through SiO2 and ITO layers before it reaches the 
active layer. Figure 6.5 proves that ~ 20% of the reduction in the current values which leads to a 
reduction in the PCE values is due to the light attenuation due to the stacked layers of SiO2 and 
ITO when the light is shined from the bottom. The UV-Vis experiment was carried out to extract 
the transmittance spectra for two samples: ITO 150 nm layer and ITO/SiO2 150 nm and 100 nm 
layers, respectively. The transmittance spectra over the wavelengths 300-800 nm show 82% 
transmittance at wave length 480 nm for ITO/SiO2 sample. This means about ~ 20% of the light 
attenuated in ITO/SiO2 layers. This proves that the 20% of the lost energy that leads to a 
reduction in the Isc values in the Au/Cr and Au/Ti devices in the bottom light shining is due to 
the stacked layers of ITO/SiO2 layers.  
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Figure ‎6.5 UV-Vis transmittance spectra for only 150 nm ITO layer and for ITO (150 nm)/ SiO2 
(100 nm) stacked layers. To the right is zooming in if the area of interest. The insets show the 
tested samples’ schematics. 
 
This study also introduces another advantage of using P-OPV over the current vertical 
structure. One of the main objectives of establishing ITO free PV devices is to avoid the loss 
caused by the fact that ITO is not fully transparent which attenuates part of the incident light 
before reaching the active material. We should mention here that in vertical PV device another 
layer on top of the ITO is used as an injection layer such as PEDOT:PSS which contributes in 
attenuating more light resulting in less absorption if we compare it with P-OPV device where the 
active material is directly exposed to the light. The uses of P-OPV results in more light 
absorption because the active material is directly exposed to the light source where in vertical PV 
device photon absorption will never be 100% because the active layer is embedded in a 
multilayer's structure with different refractive indices [
237
].  
In order to confirm that the illuminated area in the P-OPV device is the area enclosed 
between the two electrodes then the whole amount of lost energy in the bottom light shining ~ 
30% should be explained. So far, we explained that 20% of this lost energy is a result of light 
attenuation. Next we will show that the other 10% of lost energy is due to the fact that the used 
channel length in the P-OPV device is less than the incident wavelength. 
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6.3.4 Near field effect 
In the fabricated P-OPV device in this work, the channel lengths are about or less than 
the maximum absorption wavelength of P3HT:PCBM about 500 nm. This increases the chance 
that the peak of the incident wave length can be absorbed outside the channel where excitons can 
be generated as a result. Figure 6.6 shows the schematic of the device compared to the incident 
wavelength.  
 
Figure ‎6.6 schematic of the P-OPV device with a channel length compared to the incident wave 
length. Dashed area is the area outside the channel that can contribute to the current . 
 
 
It is known that the exciton diffusion length is about 10 nm, this means that the generated 
charges within the 10 nm on the surface of each electrode outside the channel can contribute to 
the current in the channel and to the overall device efficiency which is called the near field effect 
(see Figure 6.6). In order to take into account for this effect then the illuminated area, when 
calculating PCE values, should include the area created by this 10 nm from each side which is 
about                        . This area is about 10% of the area in between the 
electrodes which is used as the illuminated area when calculating PCE. In our calculation we did 
not include the outside area which means our values of PCE are overestimated by about 10% in 
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the up shining. However, in the bottom light shining this outside area has no effect since it is 
blocked by the electrodes. This means that in addition to the 20% lost by the light attenuation in 
the back light shining, the other 10% reduction is due to absence of the near field effect in the 
back light shining. These observations confirm that the illuminated area in the P-OPV device is 
the area enclosed between the two electrodes in addition to the areas with 10 nm outside the 
channel.    
  
6.4 The effect of the parasitic paths in planar OPV device using comb shape 
electrodes  
The second approach is about investigating the effect of the electric field parasitic paths 
and the shinned areas that lie outside the channel on the final PCE value. This was achieved by 
engineering three electrodes patterns with three different parasitic paths. I-V measurements for 
three different electrodes patterns result in PCE values falling in the same range. We show that 
parasitic paths in our electrodes geometry don’t contribute to the final OPV device performance. 
In this section we present photovoltaic behavior measurements of P-OPV devices with 1) full 
comb-shape 2) half comb shape 3) parallel electrodes. P3HT:PCBM with 1:2 ratio is spun coated 
with thickness of 200 nm on top of the fabricated Au/Ti electrodes. Figure 6.7 presents the SEM 
images of the three electrodes patterns.  By comparing between the three devices, we introduce 
different areas outside the channel between the electrodes where the main electric field lines are. 
If those areas with parasitic electric field lines contribute to the current in the channel then we 
should see a difference in the current values when extracting the PV behavior for the three 
devices. 
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Figure ‎6.7 SEM images P-OPV devices with the three engineered electrodes: (a) parallel, (b) full 
comb, and (c) half comb shape. Different contrast colors are the two different electrodes Au and 
Ti  
 
Figure 6.8 shows the three different electrodes with schematic for each one that shows 
the three different areas: (1) area in between the electrodes, (2) area outside the device, and (3) 
area between the same electrode fingers in comb and half comb electrodes. By introducing the 
area (3) in the full comb shape, we insure that the deep part of the electrode does not contribute 
in driving the generated charges in this area to the channel in between the electrodes. In addition, 
in full and half comb electrodes we are introducing more parasitic paths in comparison with the 
parallel electrodes where the parasitic paths are only at the tips of the electrodes (area (2)). We 
have measured the PV behavior for the three electrodes to test the effect of these parasitic paths. 
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Figure ‎6.8 P-OPV devices with (a) parallel electrodes (b) full comb electrodes (c) half comb 
electrodes. Schematic diagrams show the three different areas created in the three designs. 
 
Figure 6.9 presents the extracted I-V plots of the three P-OPV devices measured under 
100 mW/cm
2
 illumination. We found that Isc values are in the same range averaging around 8 nA 
for the three patterns indicating a small contribution, not significant, from the parasitic paths.  
This again supports that the illuminated area in the P-OPV device should be defined as the area 
enclosed between the electrodes.  
 
 
Figure ‎6.9 (a) I-V characteristics and (b) Isc values of P-OPV devices with the three different 
electrodes patterns made with Au and Ti electrodes under illumination 100 mW/cm
2
. Channel 
length was 300 nm and channel width 50 µm with P3HT/PCBM thickness= 200 nm.  
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6.5 Conclusions 
In conclusion to this chapter, we have investigated the PV behavior for P-OPV device 
when the light is shinned directly on the active layer and from the back of the device through 
SiO2 and ITO layers to test our proposal of defining the illuminated area to be only the area in 
between the electrodes. We show that the Isc and PCE values reduced by 20-40% for Au/Cr and 
Au/Ti devices when the light was shined from the back. We proved that 20% of reduction is due 
to the attenuation of the light in the ITO/SiO2 by UV-Vis measurement and 10% is due to the 
near field effect. In addition, in P-OPV device direct light shining increases the chance for the 
photons to be absorbed and decreases the energy lose due to the stacking layers as in vertical 
geometry. We have also shown that the parasitic paths and the areas outside the channel in 
between the electrodes don’t contribute to the extracted PV current. This was shown by 
introducing different electrodes patterns that introduce more parasitic paths.  
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CHAPTER 7: PLANAR ORGANIC PHOTOVOLTAIC DEVICE: EFFECT 
OF P3HT/PCBM RATIO ON DEVICE PERFORMANCE 
7.1 Introduction 
Despite the potential that planar organic photovoltaic devices (P-OPV) offer, the 
investigation of planar organic solar cell is still at its infancy. Recent study by Heeger’s group 
showed power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 0.6% on a planar device [
238
]. They used 
P3HT:PCBM BHJ film with a blending ratio of 1:1 deposited on SiO2 substrate. In general, to 
achieve a high PCE, the BHJ active material system need to be blended in such a way that a 
network of phase separated donor and acceptor domain is created with a size of 20 nm because 
the exciton diffusion length for P3HT:PCBM is ~10 nm so that a maximum exciton dissociation 
and charge transport can occur [
239
, 
240
]. Achieving such phase separated nano-scale morphology 
depends on several processing factors such as type of solvent [
241
, 
242
], thermal annealing [
243
], 
the blending ratio of active material [
244
, 
245
], and type of substrate [
246
]. The 1:0.8 and 1:1 ratios 
are known to be optimized blending ratios commonly used for vertical OPV devices on 
ITO/PEDOT:PSS substrate [
247
] and it is not known whether the same blending ratio is also the 
optimum for planar structure where the substrate is different (SiO2) since the effect of the surface 
energy of the substrate and its surface roughness may have a strong influence on the morphology 
of P3HT:PCBM [
248
]. In addition, the charge transport in planar structure is fundamentally 
different than vertical structure due to the anisotropic charge transport of P3HT [
249
]. 
In this chapter, we investigate the morphology of P3HT:PCBM films with blending ratio 
of 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3 in a planar OPV structure where SiO2 was used as a substrate and examine 
the PCE of the fabricated OPV devices. The absorption measurements show that the films with 
1:1 and 1:2 ratios have wider and well structured absorption spectra compared to 1:3 film. 
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Atomic force microscope (AFM) images of the films show that the surface morphology of 1:2 
blend provides well separated P3HT and PCBM domain size of about 20 nm close to the 
diffusion length of the exciton, whereas for the 1:1 ratio the domain sizes were as large as 300 
nm and 1:3 showed amorphous morphology and molecular level dispersion. The PCE value of 
the measured devices illustrate that the solar cell with 1:2 film shows higher PCE value of ~2% 
which is almost twice the value for the 1:1 ratio and four times the value for 1:3 ratio. The 1:2 
optimized ratio in P-OPV on Si/SiO2 substrate is different than the vertical OPV (1:0.8 and 1:1) 
on ITO/PEDOT:PSS substrate and can be explained due to the surface tension differences of the 
substrates.  
 
7.2 Experimental 
The active materials used for fabricating P-OPV devices were made from a blend of 
P3HT and PCBM.  Three different solutions were prepared with P3HT:PCBM weight ratio of 
1:1, 1:2, and 1:3 in 1,2 dichlorobenzene solvent. The concentrations were (32 mg/ml) for 1:1 
ratio, (48 mg/ml) for 1:2 ratio, and (64 mg/ml) for 1:3 ratio. The solutions were stirred in vials 
with a magnetic stirrer for 12 hours at 40 
o
C for proper mixing of the materials. The solutions 
were then filtered with a 0.2 µm syringe filter and spun-coated on the bare Si/SiO2 substrates for 
surface morphology imaging. The surface morphologies of the blended films were examined by 
tapping mode atomic force microscope (AFM). For the absorption measurement the blended 
P3HT:PCBM films were spun-coated on top of glass substrate covered by 250 nm SiO2. Then 
absorption was measured using UV-Vis 300-Bio spectrometer. All samples undergo a heat 
treatment of 150 
o
C for 10 min. The solution preparation and the film spin coating were executed 
inside a N2 glove box. 
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P-OPV devices were fabricated with metal electrodes: Au as an anode and Cr as cathode. 
Devices were designed using two steps of electron beam lithography (EBL) described in Chapter 
3. The channel length (L) of the P-OPV devices was 0.24 µm and the channel width (W) was 
100 µm. The P-OPV devices were characterized by current-voltage (I-V) measurements in dark 
and under simulated AM 1.5G solar irradiation at 100 mW/cm
2
. The I-V characteristics of the 
devices were measured using Hewlett Packard (HP) 4145 B semiconductor parametric analyzer 
in an enclosed glove box system with N2 flow. 
 
7.3 Results and discussions 
Figure 7.1 shows the absorption spectra of the 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3 ratio films of the 
P3HT:PCBM deposited on SiO2 substrates. Higher absorption in the range of 300 – 500 nm for 
the 1:2 and 1:3 blending ratios is expected due to the higher amount of PCBM molecules since 
PCBM contributes to the total photon absorption in that range [
250
]. In the range of 500 – 650 
nm, where solar spectrum is more dominant than 300 - 500 nm, both 1:1 and 1:2 ratio films show 
better absorption profile compared to 1:3 along with several well structured shoulders which is 
an indication of crystalline P3HT chains. This is different than what has been reported for 
PEDOT:PSS substrate, where only 1:1 ratio film showed better absorption profile compared to 
1:2 and 1:3 ratio film [
251
, 
252
]. This shows that the absorption profile is strongly influenced by 
the choice of substrate and that unlike PEDOT:PSS, both 1:1 and 1:2 ratio film can provide good 
photon absorption on SiO2 substrate.  
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Figure ‎7.1 UV-Vis absorption spectra for P3HT:PCBM films with blending ratios 1:1 (blue), 1:2 
(red), and 1:3 (green). The inset shows a schematic diagram of the SiO2 substrate and the 
P3HT:PCBM films for absorption measurement. 
 
In order to understand the effects of SiO2 substrate on active layer morphology, films of 
1:1, 1:2, and 1:3 (P3HT:PCBM) ratios were deposited on SiO2 and characterized with AFM. A 
critical indicator for active layer morphology in relation to PV device performance is the phase 
separation between the acceptor and the donor materials and the associated formation of 
percolated pathways throughout the active material, which can be observed by use of AFM in 
phase imaging mode. Figure 7.2 (a), (b), and (c) show the phase images for 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3 ratio 
respectively. As shown here, the domain size of 1:1 ratio (~300 nm) is significantly larger than 
that observed for the 1:2 ratio (~ 20 nm) P3HT:PCBM films on SiO2 substrates. The 1:3 ratio 
appears to have an amorphous morphology with phase separation on a length scale below 5 nm, 
potentially indicating a molecular dispersion of P3HT and PCBM. The trend is different from 
that observed for vertical geometry OPVs, where 1:1 was found to provide the best active layer 
morphology. Because the exciton diffusion length is much smaller than the domain size in the 
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case of the 1:1 ratio films deposited on SiO2 substrates, the generated excitons will mostly 
recombine before they reach the P3HT:PCBM interface. Thus, this may reduce the charge 
generation and ultimately decreases the photocurrent in the OPV device. On the other hand, the 
active layer with 1:2 blending ratio deposited on SiO2 substrates leads to phase-separation and 
formation of domains with dimensions close to the exciton diffusion length (~20 nm). This 
active layer composition generates well developed networks with connected percolated paths for 
each phase separated component (P3HT and PCBM) is expected to result in higher short circuit 
current [
253
].  
 
 
Figure ‎7.2 AFM phase images for P3HT:PCBM with (a) 1:1 blending ratio (b) 1:2 blending ratio 
and (c) 1:3 blending ratio. Inset (b) shows magnified phase image of 1:2 ratio, the scale bar in the 
inset is 100 nm 
 
The P3HT self-organization crystals in of P3HT:PCBM blended films have been 
assigned in other reported studies as a cause to the surface roughness [
254
]. The AFM topography 
images of the films with 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3 blending ratio are illustrated in Figure 7.3 (a), (b), and 
(c) with the line profiles for each film illustrating changes in the surface roughness between the 
films shown in Figure 7.3 (d), (e), and (f). The average rms roughness for 1:1 blended films is 
about 5.27 nm, while for the 1:2 ratio it is about 2.26 nm and it is 1.1 nm for 1:3 ratio. Here, we 
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observe that by increasing the amount of PCBM in the active layer in the case of 1:2 and 1:3 
ratios the film surface becomes smoother. By the addition of PCBM, the P3HT crystals are likely 
disturbed leading to small grains dispersion of PCBM in P3HT chains and reduction in the P3HT 
crystals size which is clearly seen in the phase images. Thus, AFM data shows 1:2 blended active 
layer on the SiO2 substrate provides nanoscale morphology which makes it the optimum ratio on 
SiO2 substrate, which strongly resembles the morphology of the optimal morphology for vertical 
geometry OPVs. 
 
Figure ‎7.3 AFM height profile images for P3HT:PCBM with (a) 1:1 blending ratio (b) 1:2 
blending ratio and (c) 1:3 ratio. And AFM line scans showing the change in the surface 
roughness for (d) 1:1 blending ratio (e) 1:2 blending ratio and for (f) 1:3 blending ratio. 
 
The main reason that 1:2 ratio provides better morphology in planar structure and not 1:1 
ratio as in the vertical structure can be attributed to the different substrate used in the planar 
structure (SiO2) in comparison with substrate used in the vertical structure (PEDOT:PSS). It is 
known that the surface energy for SiO2 (77.4 mN/m) is higher than the surface energy of 
PEDOT:PSS (45.7 mN/m) [
255
]. Because the SiO2 substrate has higher surface energy than 
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PEDOT:PSS, more PCBM (surface energy 37.8 mN/m) molecules adsorb to reduce the free 
energy of the SiO2 surface [
256
, 
257
]. This leaves the P3HT:PCBM blended active layers in planar 
devices with less PCBM molecules in the bulk of the film in comparison with the corresponding 
active layer in the vertical device structure on PEDOT:PSS [
258
]. 
In order to further investigate the effect of P3HT:PCBM blending ratio using SiO2 
substrate, we measured the photovoltaic behavior for three P-OPV devices with three different 
ratios. Figure 7.4 (a) shows a schematic diagram of the P-OPV device structure where the 
dissimilar electrodes Au and Cr are in-plane with P3HT:PCBM deposited in between. Active 
layers consisting of 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3 P3HT:PCBM blends were deposited with thickness of 200 
nm on these planar devices. Figure 7.4 (b) presents the I-V characteristics of the P-OPV devices 
in dark and under 100 mW/cm
2 
illumination. All devices show the same open circuit voltage Voc 
~ 0.26 V. For classical thin film PV devices, Voc is determined by the energy gap between the 
HOMO of the donor and the LUMO of the acceptor in the active material as well as the 
difference in work functions between the electrodes [
259
, 
260
]. The energy gap is about 0.7 V for 
P3HT:PCBM while the work function difference between Au and Cr  is ~ 0.6 eV. However, our 
reported Voc value ~ 0.26 V is substantially lower than these values. The fill factor (FF) remained 
consistent at ~0.27 for the active layer compositions studied herein. These values are again lower 
than those typical reported value for vertical OPV devices between 0.48-0.69 [
261
]. For vertical 
PV devices low Voc and FF have been reported as a result of the absence of injection layers at the 
electrode [
262
, 
263
, 
264
]. The main function of injection layers such as PEDOT:PSS or metal oxides 
is to decreases the injection barrier for the carriers at the electrode interface which leads to low 
series resistance (Rs). In the planar device geometry reported in this paper, these injection layers 
are not present. Thus the low Voc and FF observed for our planar devices can be attributed to 
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higher injection barriers due to the absence of injection layers, resulting in higher series 
resistance evident from the I-V curve. Rs was found to be ~ 34x10
6
 Ω for 1:1 ratio, and 62x106 Ω 
and 170x10
6
 Ω for 1:2 and 1:3 ratio, respectively. Rs values for the three planar devices are 
falling in the same order of magnitude, and are higher than reported value for vertical structure 
less than 100 Ω [265, 266]. Furthermore, a large interfacial barrier that lowers Voc and FF can be 
attributed to the low resistance of Chromium to corrosion. A layer of Chromium oxide is most 
likely created at the Cr/active-material interface, which introduces an injection barrier for the 
electrons leads to lowering Voc and FF values. 
 
 
Figure ‎7.4 (a) The schematic diagram of the PV device structure using two different electrodes 
Au and Cr with a separation in between L=240 nm and W=100 µm. (b) I-V characteristics under 
dark and under 100 mW/cm
2
 illumination condition for 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3 P3HT:PCBM blending 
ratios. 
 
The most important observation in Figure 7.4 (b) is that the short circuit current (Isc) was 
3.5 nA, 6.6 nA, and 1.6 nA for P3HT:PCBM active layers with 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3 blending ratios, 
respectively. This leads to PCE values of 1.01 % for 1:1 ratio, 1.95 % for 1:2 ratio, and 0.44% 
for 1:3 ratio. These PCE values were calculated using standard equation 2.5. The PCE data 
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indicate that the 1:2 blending ratio affords the most efficient devices different from the finding 
made for vertical geometry OPVs where 1:0.8 and 1:1 blending ratios are considered optimum. 
For the 1:3 blending ratio, presumably an excess of PCBM molecules adsorbed on the SiO2 
surface creates a blocking layer at the hole-extraction electrode, which leads to the observed poor 
device performance. In addition, previously reported studies have shown that the large number of 
PCBM molecules in the active material for 1:3 ratio can create a mechanical stress break in the 
active material and poor PV device performance as a result [
267
]. Thus, because of the surface 
energy of the SiO2 substrate the planar devices show optimum efficiency for the 1:2 blended 
active layer, as discussed above, which is different from the vertical PV structure.  
 The observed P-OPV device characteristics, the morphology and absorption properties of 
the active layers investigated here give a clear indication of the effect of the SiO2 substrate on the 
active layer morphology and function of planar OPV devices built on this substrate. Different 
from vertical geometry OPVs on PEDOT:PSS, a 1:2 P3HT:PCBM is optimal for planar 
geometry devices. In this study, it has been shown that due to the different surface energy of 
SiO2 substrate compared to PEDOT:PSS optimal active layer morphology is achieved for the 1:2 
blended active layer, which exhibits phase separation with domains on the order of ~20nm. It 
should be also considered that the observation of high Isc in 1:2 ratio film may be the result of 
higher electron mobility. For P3HT:PCBM field effect transistors with 1:2 blended active layers, 
it has been reported that the increase of PCBM blending compared to 1:1 films can result in more 
possible electron percolating pathways. In addition, hole mobilities in both 1:1 and 1:2 films 
showed almost constant values, and more balanced electron-hole mobilities in the 1:2 blended 
films [
268
]. The more balanced mobilities can provide improved Isc and PV device performance 
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[
269
]. Therefore, we consider the better charge transport and the balanced mobilities of 1:2 ratio 
as another reason for this ratio to be optimal for the P-OPV devices. 
 
7.4 Conclusion 
 In summary, we investigated the morphology of P3HT:PCBM with blending ratio of 1:1, 
1:2, and 1:3 in a planar OPV structure where SiO2 was used as a substrate and examine the PCE 
of the fabricated OPV devices. Both 1:2 and 1:1 ratio films show well structured absorption 
bands implying that both ratios can provide an optimum absorption in the OPV device. However, 
the morphology study using AFM shows that 1:2 ratio provides well developed P3HT-PCBM 
networks with a domain size of ~20 nm which led to a better absorption, charge transportation, 
and enhanced PV behaviors. As a result, a PCE of ~2% was exhibited by the device with 
blending ratio 1:2 higher than the values shown by devices with 1:1 and 1:3 ratios. These 
observations are discussed in relation to surface energies of substrates used for the fabrication of 
planar and vertical geometry devices. This study, in combination with further optimization of 
planar device geometry, may provide promising paths to achieve high efficiency OPV devices. 
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS  
8.1 Summary 
In this thesis, planar organic photovoltaic (P-OPV) device structure was utilized to 
address some of the issues that can help understand the OPV device operation improve the 
device performance. Chapters 1-3 provided a scope of history for the photovoltaic in general and 
organic photovoltaic in specific. In addition to the evolution of the PV field, the basic concepts 
of the PV device operation was discussed in addition to the different device architectures. We 
also discussed in details the experimental techniques and the device fabrication process that were 
followed in this work. 
In chapter 4, we have studied organic field effect transistors (OFETs) using pristine 
(P3HT) and (PCBM) and a 1:2 ratio blend of both materials from different metal contacts. This 
study was established because of the need to properly choose contact metals to design P-OPV 
devices. We have studied the influence of injection barrier on the performance of the devices. All 
the resulting devices with different metal electrodes exhibit electron mobilities in the range of 
8x10
-3
 to 6x10
-4
 cm
2
/Vs and hole mobilities of 1x10
-3
 to 3.3x10
-4
 cm
2
/Vs. This makes these 
metals possible candidates to be used as electrodes in a P-OPV because they show balanced hole 
and electron mobilities. However, Au has shown high on current and hole mobility in the p-
channel which makes it a good candidate for an anode in the P-OPV device. On the other hand, 
In, Cr, and Ti have shown reasonable electron mobility values which make them suitable 
materials as cathode in the P-OPV device. Furthermore, Al, Mg, Ag have shown a threshold 
voltage which is probably due to the rapid oxidation of these materials making them undesired 
materials for P-OPV devices.  
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In chapter 5, after measuring the fabricated P-OPV device with different cathodes we 
have found that the characteristic parameters varies with varying the cathode material and for 
some such as Al, Ag, and Mg no PV behavior was observed. On the other hand, the P-OPV 
devices with Au/In, Au/Cr, and Au/Ti electrodes combinations show PV behavior. For Au/Cr 
and Au/Ti combinations we have studied the effect of independently vary the active layer 
thickness and the electrodes separation. Our results showed that by increasing the thickness up to 
200 nm PCE values increase up to 2.25% and 4.75% for Au/Cr and Au/Ti P-OPV devices, 
respectively as a result of affecting the absorption path. Also, decreasing the channel length 
increases the PCE as a result of affecting the charge transportation and recombination in the 
device. 
The study in chapter 6 was established because of the need to define the illuminated area 
when calculating the efficiency in P-OPV device. Two approaches were followed: i) comparing 
between up and bottom light shining, and ii) different electrodes patterns with different electric 
field parasitic paths. Results have proved that the illuminated area in the P-OPV device is the 
area enclosed between the two electrodes. We have also observed the near field effect where the 
areas outside the channel region can contribute to the created current in this region by ~ 10%. 
In chapter 7, we studied the effect of P3HT/PCBM ratio on the P-OPV device 
performance. AFM images along with I-V measurement have shown that P3HT/PCBM active 
layer with 1:2 ratio provides the optimum device performance. 
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8.2  Future directions 
Since the P-OPV device still in its infancy, more device controlling and parameters 
optimization is required in addition to what we have studied and presented in this work. More 
device improvement and physical insight can take the planar device structure to the level where 
it competes with the current vertical structure.   
 
8.2.1 Organic photovoltaic devices with different metal electrodes 
The described work in this thesis has discussed the photovoltaic behavior using Au/In, 
Au/Cr and Au/Ti as electrodes in the planar device structure. Next step in this path is to fabricate 
P-OPV device with other anode/cathode electrodes combinations such as Pd/Ti and Pt/Ti. Initial 
results have been extracted for the P-OPV device with Pd/Ti. Figure 8.1 (a) shows I-V 
characteristics for Pd/Ti with L= 0.25 µm and film thickness= 200 nm. Measurement was done 
under 100 mW/cm
2
. A good PV behavior is observed with Voc=0.45 V and Isc of 11 nA. The 
calculated PCE value for this device was 3.5%. Voc value of 0.45 V is higher than for Au/Ti P-
OPV device; however, the overall PCE is less due to the lower Isc value for Pd/Ti P-OPV device. 
Figure 8.1 (b) shows the PCE values for different channel length for the P-OPV device with 
Pd/Ti electrodes. As we can see the same behavior exhibited in the previous studied P-OPV 
device is exhibited here where PCE value increases with decreasing the channel length. For this 
study more device have to be tested and various electrodes combination. 
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Figure ‎8.1 (a) I-V characteristics for Pd/P3HT:PCBM/Ti P-OPV device with film thickness=200 
nm  and channel length 0.25 µm under 100 mW/cm
2
. (b) PCE values for various channel lengths 
for the same device structure. 
 
8.2.2 Multi hole-collector electrodes 
For a good OPV device performance, the generated charges in the device must be quickly 
harvested after dissociation process which depends on the mobility of those charges. It has been 
reported that the hole mobility is usually lower than the electron mobility in a PV device which 
can decrease the rate of the harvested charges at the electrodes i.e the current. Using the P-OPV 
device structure, we can enhance the hole collection at the electrodes by introducing more anode 
electrodes (where holes are collected) than the cathode electrodes. Figure 8.2 shows the optical 
images of the fabricated P-OPV devices with three different hole-collector to electron-collector 
electrodes ratio: i) one hole-collector to one electron collector, ii) two hole-collector to one 
electron collector, and iii) four hole-collector to two electron collector. By introducing more 
electrodes to the device we add more illuminated area. In order to keep the illuminated area the 
same as in the parallel design ―one to one‖ in Figure 8.2 (a), we reduced the channel width to the 
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half in the ―two to one‖ device in Figure 8.2 (b), and to the quarter in the ―four to three‖ device 
in Figure 8.2 (c).   
 
 
Figure ‎8.2 P-OPV device with Au/Ti electrodes in three different hole-collector (anode) to 
electron collector (cathode) electrodes ratio: (a) regular device 1:1, (b) 2:1, and (c) 4:3. Different 
colors are for different metals Au and Ti. 
 
 The I-V measurement for these devices made with Au and Ti were carried out for two 
devices of each after spin coating the P3HT:PCBM with 1:2 ratio. Figure 8.3 shows I-V curves 
under dark and under 100 mW/cm
2
 illumination.  
 
 
Figure ‎8.3 (a) Dark current, and (b) I-V curves for the three P-OPV devices with three different 
hole-collector to electron collector electrodes ratios. Device structure was Au/ P3HT:PCBM 
(1:2)/Ti with active layer thickness of 200 nm and channel length 300 nm. 
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All devices exhibited the same Voc value about 0.4 V while ISC values were 10, 15, and 18 nA 
leading to overall PCE values of 3.8%, 6.6%, and 7.2% for 1:1, 4:3, and 2:1 anode to cathode 
number of electrodes ratio, respectively. Results clearly show higher current and efficiency for 
the devices with higher hole-collector ratio. However, in order to test if these higher values are 
due to higher hole-collector ratio or because the inter-digetated design, more experiments are 
needed for more devices and with different designs such as having more electron collector than 
hole collector and compare with existing results.  
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